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Abstract
Requirements Engineering (RE) involves carefully devising descriptions of systems that
we seek to build, which include descriptions of requirements that such systems must
satisfy, as well as descriptions of the environment in which such systems will be situated.
Research in RE seeks to understand how such descriptions might be generated, what the
appropriate languages are for representing such descriptions, how changes to such
descriptions might be managed and support might be provided for ensuring that such
descriptions satisfy several normative quality criteria. A key pre-requisite for automated,
or semi-automated, tool support for RE processes is the ability to make these descriptions
machine-processible. This is specially important in the context of devising tool support
for the difficult process of requirements inconsistency handling.
The key thesis presented in this document is that the notion of semantic markup
(as devised in the Semantic Web initiative), when applied to requirements
specifications in semi-formal or informal notations, can form the basis for automated,
or semi-automated, tool support for inconsistency handling. In support of this thesis,
we present several examples of extracting machine-processible descriptions of semiformal and informal requirements specifications. We present some general
methodological guidelines for how this might be achieved and present the outlines of a
new generation of end-user markup tools, which, embedded in CASE environments,
might ease the process of annotating specifications with such markup. We then present
the design and implementation of a system that detects (and in part, helps resolve)
inconsistencies in such specifications. We believe that this can form the basis for a
new research program in requirements engineering exploring the deployment of
semantic markup techniques in specifications. An initial version of our work has been
reported in [Chen et al., 2003].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Requirements Engineering (RE) involves carefully devising descriptions of systems
that we seek to build, which include descriptions of requirements that such systems
must satisfy, as well as descriptions of the environment in which such systems will be
situated. Research in RE seeks to understand how such descriptions might be
generated, what the appropriate languages are for representing such descriptions, how
changes to such descriptions might be managed and support might be provided for
ensuring that such descriptions satisfy several normative quality criteria. A key
pre-requisite for automated, or semi-automated, tool support for RE processes is the
ability to make these descriptions machine-processible. In the broadest sense, this
thesis seeks to establish the utility of semantic markup techniques (being developed
as part of the new Semantic Web Initiative) in endowing specifications written in
industry-standard semi-formal and informal notations with some modicum of
machine-processible semantics.

1.1 Motivation
The first stage of software development involves eliciting requirements from
stakeholders. Stakeholders are people who have an interest in the product – they will
build it, manage it, use it, or in some way be affected by its use [Suzanne, 1999].
-1-
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Stakeholders can be analysts, end users, customers, managers, etc. Different
stakeholders could have different viewpoints or perspectives of the system. A
viewpoint is a combination of the idea of an actor, knowledge source, role or agent in
the development. Requirements can be divided into two different kinds:
Ÿ

functional requirements: These specify what the system should be able to do for
end users

Ÿ

non-functional requirements: These specify constraints other than those on
functionality, such as ease of use, response times, reliability etc.
At this stage, analysts analyze viewpoints of stakeholders, and then generate a

set of requirements specifications as outputs and pass it onto its next stage software design. Analysis of specifications often reveals inconsistencies, for several
reasons:
Ÿ

Requirements viewpoints are often internally inconsistent (local inconsistency).

Ÿ

Viewpoints often contradict each other (global inconsistency).

Ÿ

Requirements evolution leads to inconsistencies.

Ÿ

Functional requirements and non-functional requirements contradict each other.
Analysts must manage inconsistencies to avoid poor quality specifications

being used as the basis for downstream phases of the software life-cycle. In the
worse case, the inconsistencies may be hidden and passed onto downstream phases,
resulting in expensive “roll-backs” of the whole development process to fix such
problems. Detecting and resolving inconsistencies manually is difficult, and often
impossible. Present-day requirements specifications tend to be large and
inconsistencies are often complex, implicit and not amenable to manual detection.
Automated or semi-automated tools are thus essential to support the process of
inconsistency management. Yet industry-standard notations for requirements are
either semi-formal (such as UML notations) or informal (such as free-form English).
These do not easily yield machine-processible semantics, making the task of
designing inconsistency management tools difficult. A key challenge, then, is to
extract from specifications in semi-formal or informal notations, translations (or
even partial translations and/or abstractions) with formal semantics that would lend
-2-
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themselves to automated inconsistency detection/resolution tools.
In 1995, World Wide Web (WWW) Consortium proposed a new set of
standards, effectively defining a new layer of the web: the so-called Semantic Web.
The motivation of the Semantic Web is to endow web content with
machine-processible semantics, through the use of the notions of semantic markup
and ontologies. While traditional web markup standards concentrated on visual
markup (by providing platform-independent specifications of how web content was
to be displayed by web browsers), the focus of the semantic web effort is on
semantic markup, where the intent

is to provide some modicum of

machine-processible semantics to web content. This would enhance the use of the
WWW as an information repository (by supporting search techniques that would
exploit semantic markup), as an improved platform for electronic commerce
transactions (by supporting the exchange of business data, rules etc.) and as a
platform for web services. The notion of semantic markup relies on tagging
elements of web content with references to online ontologies. An ontology is
essentially a concept hierarchy together with an associated set of rules, constraints
and relationships. The semantic web effort has led to the development of a large
number of web-based ontologies, and their numbers continue to grow. A key
pre-requisite for the widespread acceptance and deployment of the semantic web is
the development of end-user markup tools that would ease the process of
annotation of web content with semantic markup. Several such tools are now being
developed.
The key thesis presented in this document is that the notion of semantic
markup, when applied to requirements specifications in semi-formal or informal
notations, can form the basis for automated, or semi-automated, tool support for
inconsistency handling. In support of this thesis, we present several examples of
extracting

machine-processible descriptions of semi-formal and

informal

requirements specifications. We present some general principles for how this might
be achieved and present the outlines of a new generation of end-user markup tools,
which, embedded in Computer and Systems Engineering (CASE) environments,
might ease the process of annotating specifications with such markup. We then
-3-
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present the design and implementation of a system that detects (and in part, helps
resolve) inconsistencies in such specifications. We believe that this can form the
basis for a new research program in requirements engineering exploring the
deployment of semantic markup techniques in specifications.

1.2 Key Research Outcomes
As noted earlier, this research seeks to establish the utility of semantic markup of
semi-formal and informal requirements specifications in the context of tool-based
support for requirements consistency management. An initial version of our work has
been reported in [Chen et al., 2003]. The key outcomes have been the following:
Ÿ

We have presented some methodological guidelines, augmented with examples,
of how an ontology markup language (DAML+OIL) can be used to define
software project-specific ontologies.

Ÿ

We have presented methodological guidelines, again augmented with examples,
of how specifications in the following four notations might be semantically
marked up (using DAML+OIL) via reference to ontologies:
n Free-form English Text
n UML class diagrams
n UML sequence diagrams
n The KAOS formal assertion layer language (Ouellet, 2002 #74) (essentially
sorted first-order predicate calculus augmented with modal temporal
operators)

Ÿ

We have designed and implemented a tool (the SC-CHECK system) that
supports inconsistency detection and some modicum of inconsistency resolution,
using this approach. The tool relies on translations of theories extracted via
semantic markup of semi-formal and informal specifications into Horn-clause
predicate logic (essentially a collection of Prolog clauses). A Prolog interpreter
implements the inference engine that is used to detect and resolve
inconsistencies.
Several useful lessons can be learnt from this research exercise. First, applying
-4-
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semantic markup to support RE for inconsistency handling is useful and feasible.
Second, CASE environments that incorporate end-user semantic markup tools for
semi-formal and informal specifications can and should be built. Third, some
technical challenges remain in devising techniques for full-fledged automated
inconsistency resolution in this context, but these challenges might not be
insurmountable.

1.3 Organization of this Thesis
This thesis is broadly divided into four parts. Chapter 2 provides a literature review of
the main areas related to this thesis. Section 1 introduces the ontology: what is an
ontology and why use ontologies in this project. Two main languages of ontology
representation are introduced by giving examples. Section 2 presents the Semantic
Web’s history and its latest techniques. All layers of it are briefly introduced and the
focus is on the ontology layer. A table presenting the mapping from DAML+OIL to
the ontology language – Description Logic and to the First Order Logic (FOL) is
presented. This is the base of the translation from DAML+OIL to FOL. Section 3
fully describes the importance of requirements specification inconsistency handling in
Requirements Engineering and several recent approaches to it. The disadvantage of
the recent approaches and the possible improvement of this project are also discussed.
Chapter 3 describes in details how the semantic markup techniques of the
Semantic Web are applied to requirements specifications. The preliminaries section
introduces some basic concepts of ontologies and semantic markup. Some general
principles of building up ontologies for an application are shown. We also provide
two tables that list the main concepts and properties in our banking ontology. The
ontology is represented by DAML+OIL, therefore some basic DAML+OIL syntax
is introduced. Three basic semantic approaches as well as their advantages and
disadvantages are compared. Each following section describes the semantic markup
of one requirements specification. We provide some guidelines and two versions
(DAML and DLs) for each specification.
Chapter 4 presents the design and implementation of a Semantic-markup
-5-
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Consistency-CHECKing system called SC-CHECK. The design of each component
is described in detail. We also provide some theories for inconsistency detection
and resolution used in the system. Results of the implemented inconsistency
detection program are shown. We also discuss the inconsistency resolution part
theoretically.
Chapter 5 presents the summarization of the whole thesis as well as what future
work can be done to improve the system.

-6-

Chapter 2
Background Review
In this chapter, we give a brief literature review of three major areas related to our
project. These are ontologies, the Semantic Web initiative, and consistency handling
in Requirements Engineering. In the following chapters, we will show how ideas
from the first two areas can help generate useful tools for the third area.

2.1 Ontology
2.1.1 Definitions from Philosophy
In this section, we will survey some of the philosophical underpinning of the union of
an ontology. This survey is based in part on [Sowa, 1999]. In philosophy, Ontology is
a science of being or things. More precisely, it is a division of metaphysics about the
structures of objects, properties and relations of existing. The word ‘meta’ is Greek
and means ‘beside’ or ‘after’. ‘Metaphysics’ is a science over physics that tries to
solve the problems that physics cannot solve. In the sixth century B.C., the Greek
philosopher Heraclitus1 classified things into two categories: tangible objects (all
things flow) and intangible objects (logos – translated variously as word, speech or
reason). He said, “All things come into being according to this logos”. His early
insight led to the development of philosophy in both east and west. One hundred
1

Greek philosopher who maintained that strife and change are natural conditions of the universe
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years later, Plato2 proposed the intangible logos of Heraclitus’s categories should be
reflected in the changeable tangible things. There are six famous successors made a
great contribution on Philosophy and Ontology.
Aristotle3, a student of Plato when he was 17 years old, classified the world
into ten basic categories: 1) Substance 2) Quality 3) Quantity 4) Relation 5)
Activity 6) Passivity 7) Having 8) Situatedness 9) Spatiality 10) Temporality. They
were arranged according to the order of the questions we would ask in gaining
knowledge of an object. For example, we first ask what a thing is, then how good it
is, the following what kind it is. So substance is the most important of these.
Kant4 , a German idealist philosopher, first challenged Aristotle’s system of
categories in 1787. He used a relationship combination method of propositions to
classify things. His categories table shown in table 2.1 has four groups of
propositions and each group has three categories.
Table 2.1 – Kant’s category in four groups
Quantity

Quality

Relation

Modality

Unity

Reality

Inherence

Possibility

Plurality

Negation

Causality

Existence

Totality

Limitation

Community

Necessity

This table is a framework known as the TRIADS approach, for organizing
categories. This triads approach played an important role in the later development
of philosophy.
Hegel 5 , a German philosopher, followed Kant’s triads approach, tried to
develop a comprehensive and systematic ontology from a logical starting point.
2
Greek philosopher. A follower of Socrates, he founded the Academy (386), where he taught and wrote for much
of the rest of his life
3
Greek philosopher. A pupil of Plato, the tutor of Alexander the Great, and the author of works on logic,
metaphysics, ethics, natural sciences, politics, and poetics, he profoundly influenced Western thought. In his
philosophical system theory follows empirical observation and logic, based on the syllogism, is the essential
method of rational inquiry.
4
German idealist philosopher who argued that reason is the means by which the phenomena of experience are
translated into understanding. His classic works include Critique of Pure Reason (1781) and Critique of Practical
Reason (1788), in which he put forward his system of ethics based on the categorical imperative.
5
German philosopher who proposed that truth is reached by a continuing dialectic. His major works include
Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences (1817) and The Philosophy of Right (1821).
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Peirce6 made many attempts at elaborating his ontology which is based on the
categories of Kant and Hegel’s triads. There are three parts: Firstness (conception
of being or existing independent of anything else), Secondness (conception of being
relative to something else), and Thirdness (conception of mediation, whereby a first
and a second are brought into relation). He proposed a metalevel distinction for
generating new categories by looking at entities from different views.
Husserl7 focused on the logical investigations and developed categories which
include 6 parts: 1) meaning and expression 2) genus and species 3) parts and
wholes 4) the role of grammar in combining meanings 5) intentional experiences
and their contents 6) knowledge in terms of meaning intention and meaning
fulfillment. This is used as a logical theoretical basis in AI and natural language
semantics. Even though Husserl never used the terms of Firstness, Secondness, and
Thirdness, his categories is similar to Peirces’.
Whitehead8 developed an ontology that combined the insights of some of the
greatest philosophers. He classified the tangible facts into three categories: 1) actual
entities 2) prehensions 3) nexus, which make up a triad of Firstness, Secondness,
and Thirdness. He also classified the abstractions in the categories of 1) eternal
objects, 2) propositions 3) subjective forms.
The top-level of an ontology includes the general categories. The most general
category in the top is a super class of everything. An example of Whitehead’s
categories below represents everything in the universe is either physical or abstract.
Physical things have three categories: actuality, prehension and nexus while
abstract things have another three: form, proposition and intention.

6

American mathematician and astronomer known for his studies of Uranus, Neptune, and Saturn's rings.
Austrian-born German philosopher. A leader in the development of phenomenology, he had a major influence on
the existentialists.
8
British mathematician and philosopher. A founder of mathematical logic, he wrote Principia Mathematica
(1910-1913) with Bertrand Russell.
7

-9-
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Figure 2.1 - Top level ontology of Whitehead’s categories

2.1.2 Definition from Computing
In computing, the idea of ontologies is widely used in the area of knowledge
representation (KR). In the field of information processing, different groups of data
collectors use their own terms and concepts to represent information they receive. In
order to merge the collected information together, methods must be found to resolve
conceptual and terminological incompatibilities. Such methods are very useful in
exchanging information on the Internet. Ontologies can provide common vocabulary
for merging and exchanging information in computing area. A commonly used
definition of ontologies in computing is from Gruber [Gruber, 1993]: “An ontology
is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. ‘Conceptualization’
refers to an abstract model of phenomena in the world by having identified the
relevant concepts of those phenomena. ‘Explicit’ means that the type of concepts used,
and the constraints on their use are explicitly defined. ‘Formal’ refers to the fact that
the ontology should be machine-readable. ‘Shared’ reflects that ontology should
capture consensual knowledge accepted by the communities”.
There are two ontologies in existence: limited ontologies and unlimited
ontologies. Limited ontologies are those designed for a particular system with
limited concepts. Unlimited ontologies are those designed to cover all the
knowledge of human being. Philosophers usually build their ontologies from the
top down. They start by describing everything in the universe as above in figure 2.1.
However, software developers like to work from the bottom up. They seek to build
ontologies for their software systems. Normally ontologies with a limited number
of concepts are tailored for a single application. We review three major application
- 10 -
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ontologies as follows:
1)

TOVE [Gruninger et al., 1996]
The goal of the TOVE project is to develop a set of integrated ontologies for

the modeling of both commercial and public enterprises. Two sets of ontologies are
developed: Foundational Ontologies (include Activity and Resource) and Business
Ontologies (include Organization, Product and Requirements, ISO9000 Quality,
and Activity-Based Costing).
2)

Enterprise Ontology [Uschold et al., 1998]

Similar to TOVE, it was developed in the Enterprise Project to provide a collection of
terms and definitions related to business enterprises. It mainly contains the following
categories: Activities and Processes, Organization, Strategy, and Marketing.
3)

KRSL plan ontology [Lehrer, 1993]

KRSL (Knowledge Representation Specification Language) plan ontology is part of
research in the ARPA/Rome laboratory Planning Initiative (ARPI). It has two major
ontologies: an abstract ontology of major categories (e.g. space, time and agents) and
a set of modular specialized ontologies that extend the general categories with sets of
concepts and alternative theories of more detailed notions, as commonly used by
planning systems.
The advantage of a limited domain is ease of development and implementation.
However, it is difficult to share and reuse ontologies with other applications. A
more general ontology must be developed for knowledge sharing in different
systems.
4)

Cyc ontology [Lenat et al., 1990]

Doug Lenat et al developed the Cyc project to overcome the problems of limited
ontologies (the original goal was to develop a large knowledge base of common-sense
knowledge). “Cyc” derived from the word “encyclopedia”, which means it is
intended to be an ontology that covers all of human knowledge. The Cyc hierarchy
has over 100,000 concept types with about a million facts and axioms.
- 11 -
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Figure 2.2 - Top level of Cyc categories basic [Cycorp, 1997]

Figure 2.2 is the top-level category of the Cyc ontology. According to [Cycorp, 1997],
‘g’ or ‘#$genls’ presents the relationship between superset and subset. ‘Thing’ is the
most general concept (the same as ‘T’ in figure 2.1) and all other concepts are its
sub-concepts.
2.1.3 Representation
Ontologies are represented in a variety of knowledge representation languages. These
can be classified into two categories: Logic-based and Frame-based.
1) Logic-based: description logic and first-order logic
Description logics (DLs) are a family of KR formalisms that represent the knowledge
of an application domain (the “world”). First, it uses concepts and roles to build up
the domain (its terminology). Concepts in DLs are similar to classes in
Object-Oriented (OO) models, which are sets of objects with the same properties, e.g.
‘Person’ is a concept for all individual human beings with properties such as
languages and intelligences. The DL code below defines that a man is a person whose
sex is male.
Man ≡ Person ó Male
Roles are binary relations on objects, e.g. ‘married’ is a relation between two
individual persons. The code below is the definition of this role with restriction (i.e.
this role can only be applied to two persons).
"married.Person ô Person
- 12 -
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After definitions of the “world”, we can use the concepts to define individuals (its
assertion). For example, the code below defines an individual “John” is married to
“Marry”:
<John, Marry> : married
There are many versions of DLs. A well known one is ALC (which is in the AL
(attributive language) -language family) [Schmidt-Schaub et al., 1991]. The DL
language we use in this thesis is called SHIQ [28], which is what semantic markup
language DAML+OIL used. SHIQ is an extension of ALC and it can be mapped to the
decidable fragments of First Order Logic (FOL)9.
In DLs, the terminological part is called TBox and the assertional part is called ABox.
TBox contains concept definitions of ontologies represented in logical terms. All
terminologies and assertions consist of the knowledge base Σ:
Σ = <TBox, ABox>
We can then use Σ reasoning about the knowledge base and entail new knowledge.
DLs have well-defined semantics and proof procedure.
Example 2.1 – DL boxes
This is a simple ontology defining the marriage. The figure below has six boxes.
There are three boxes on top: ‘TBox’, ‘ABox’ and ‘Inference’. Dash boxes below
each box contain a description of the top one. TBox contains the definition of
concepts, properties, relationships and rules. We briefly describe them below:
Ÿ

‘Person’ is a concept that is a subclass of ‘Animal’ and has a property ‘married’.

Ÿ

‘married¯’ is a role (or relationship). The symbol ‘¯’ indicates the inverse
relationship, (i.e. ‘married¯ (x,y)’ is true if and only if ‘married(x,y)’ and
‘married(y,x)’ are equivalent).

Ÿ

‘married.Person’ means some thing married to some person. The ‘"’ quantifier
in front of it means for all ‘y’ in ‘married(x,y)’, y must be ‘Person(y)’.

9

There is a nice FOL tutorial in [Jones, 1999] for further understanding of FOL.

- 13 -
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Ÿ

‘ô’ is the subsumption. It says if the left hand side holds, then the right hand
side must hold. That means if ‘married(x,y)’ is true, then ‘person(x)’ is true. The
whole statement defines that the married relation can only apply to two persons.
ABox contains all the facts. It is similar to using classes to declare objects in

OO models. The ABox in the example specifies John is a person and Mary is
married to John. Inference box infers that Mary is a person because it has a
subsumption rule in TBox. In addition, it also infers that John married Mary
because the inverse of the relationship ‘married’.

TBOX
Person ≡ Animal
married.Person

ó

ABOX

Inference

Person(John),
married(Mary, John)

Person(Mary),
married(John,Mary)

(Facts)
John is a person;
Mary is married to
John.

(Inferred facts)
Mary is a person;
John married to Mary.

married¯
"married.PersonôPerson

(Concept definition)
Person(x),
married(x,y),
if married(x,y), then
Person(y) and Person(x)
and married(y,x)

Figure 2.3 - DL TBox and ABox

Only some of the DL components are shown in this example. Some other important
components in DLs are: cardinality and enumeration.
Example 2.2:
If we need to specify that in a legal marriage a person can only be married to one
person at a time, cardinality needs to be defined:
- 14 -
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legalMarriage ≡ (<=1 married.Person)
It means a legal marriage is that a person is married to one or less then one person.
Example 2.3:
If we need to define classes that are more specific (e.g. a person can only be a male or
female), enumeration can be used:
Person ≡ {male, female}
By saying this, a person can be male or female, not other things.
A DL handbook that contains a much more detail discussion about DLs can be
referred to in [Baader et al., 2002]. In the following section, we will discuss
frame-based systems.
2) Frame-based system (FBS)
Frame-Based System is introduced by Marvin Minsky (1974). He defines a frame as
“a data structure for representing a stereotyped situation” [Minsky, 1974]. Each
frame has several kinds of information, which define how to use the frame, or what
could happen next, or what to do if the expectations are not confirmed. The frame
example shown below defines a similar ontology in the previous section.
Example 2. 4:
This frame example below describing the concept ‘Person’ by listing all the
properties and their data type and range, such as name of the person is listed and
defined as a type string.
Person frame
defineType

Person

Name

type String

Sex

type Sex (oneOf (male female))

Married

type Person
- 15 -
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Similar to DLs, frames also have an assertion part. The example below shows an
assertion using the Person frame. In this assertion, name of the person is “John”.
“Mary” is another instance of ‘Person’ so that it can be the value of ‘married’
property.
frame instance: John
Type

Person

name

“John”

Sex

Male

married

Mary

A frame as an atom also can be inherited and referred to by other frames. For example,
the frame below defines that ‘Father’ is a sub-frame of the frame ‘Person’. It has a
new property ‘hasChild’ and redefines property ‘sex’, which restricts its value that
can only be ‘male’.
Father frame
defineType

Father

supertype

Person

sex

Male

hasChild

type Person

3) New evolution
Both DLs and FBS have been studied for a long time. A good ontology representation
language should combine the advantages of DLs and FBS. Recently both DLs and
frames have been applied to the Internet for representing and sharing knowledge.
New ontology languages RDF/RDFS and DAML+OIL have been developed to
enable web pages to provide meaning for not only humans, but also machines.
DAML+OIL as a web ontology markup language, which appears to be the emerging
standard for semantic web applications, has the power of enabling reasoning services
on the Web. It has the characteristics as follow:

- 16 -
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Ÿ

It is equivalent to the SHIQ Description Logic [OntoWeb, 2002] with
additional properties to define classes and data types

Ÿ

It is an extension of RDF/RDFS and built on top of web markup language XML.

Ÿ

It uses ideas from DLs, FBS, and OO modeling concepts to provide a flexible
and powerful ontology representation language for the Web.

DAML+OIL will be discussed in more detail in next section.

- 17 -
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2.2 The Semantic Web
The Semantic Web is a vision: the idea of having data on the Web defined and linked
in a way that can be used by machines - not just for display purposes, but also for use
in various applications [Hendler, 2001]. We will briefly discuss the web and some of
the markup languages that were precursors to DAML+OIL below.
2.2.1 History
1) World Wide Web (WWW)
WWW is a network of information resources all over the world. The WWW relies on
three mechanisms to make these resources readily available to the widest possible
audience:
Ÿ

A uniform naming scheme for locating resources on the Web (e.g. URIs).

Ÿ

Protocols, for access to named resources over the Web (e.g., HTTP).

Ÿ

Hypertext, for easy navigation among resources (e.g., HTML). [Raggett et al.,
1999]

People should be familiar with the first two components. When a person types in a
web site address like: http://www.uow.edu.au, he/she is actually telling the web
browser to connect to a web site (www.uow.edu.au) that is defined by a URI
(Universal Resource Identifier) through a HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol)
protocol. The third component, HTML (HyperText Markup Language) is a markup
language used for representing a web page. The source code of a web page looks like
this:
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01
Transitional//EN">
<html>
<head>
<title>University of Wollongong - New South Wales Australia</title>

2) HTML
It was originally developed by Tim Berners-Lee while at CERN, and popularized by
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the Mosaic browser developed at NCSA in 1990 [Raggett et al., 1999]. HTML 2.0
and HTML 3.0 were developed in 1994 and 1995 to provide a much richer
representations for the WWW. HTML 4.01 is the latest version which provides the
facilities for style sheets, scripting, frames, embedding objects and some
improvement of the earlier versions [Raggett et al., 1999]. The latest HTML version
can give authors the means to:
Ÿ

Publish online documents with headings, text, tables, lists, photos, etc.

Ÿ

Retrieve online information via hypertext links, at the click of a button.

Ÿ

Design forms for conducting transactions with remote services, for use in
searching for information, making reservations, ordering products, etc.

Ÿ

Include spreadsheets, video clips, sound clips, and other applications directly in
their documents. [Raggett et al., 1999]

However, all these are intended to provide a good representation for human beings to
read, there is almost no facility for machines to understand. Therefore, it is very
difficult to build a tool like a search agent for automatic processing. Not because of
the tool itself, it is because of the HTML not presenting the data structurally. A data
exchanging mechanism is needed for the new development of WWW, such as
E-Commerce. That is the issue Semantic Web aims to solve.
3) The Semantic Web
It is developing a whole set of techniques for machine-understanding. The techniques
are grouped as follows:
Ÿ

Ontologies and Markup Languages

Ÿ

Inference Engines

Ontologies and markup languages include structural data markup languages (e.g.
XML), ontology markup languages (e.g. DAML+OIL) and the related tools and
techniques like ontology editors and ontology interoperability. Inference Engines
include Higher Order Logics, full First Order Logic, Description Logics, Datalog and
Logic Programming and Problem Solving Methods [Hendler, 2001]. Although all
these facilities are still under development, they should be enough for putting
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semantic meaning on the WWW for the machine to understand.
Our project does not use all facilities provided by the Semantic Web, we only
focus on an ontology markup language DAML+OIL, a rules markup language
RuleML and a FOL inference engine XSB. In the following section, we will briefly
describe the major components related to our project.
2.2.2 The Semantic Web Layers

Figure 2.4 - The Semantic Web Layers [Koivunen et al., 2001]

The Semantic Web is designed to have different layers with different techniques. By
focusing on the major markup languages, we will introduce this layer from the
bottom up.
1) URI and Unicode
The bottom layer is the Universal Resource Identifiers (URI) [Berners-Lee et al.,
1998] and the Unicode [Aliprand et al., 2003]. URI is a facility for defining a unique
address for an item. All kinds of resources on the Internet that include web sites (i.e.
URL web address), computer hardware and so on can be assigned an address. For
example, a digital camera that is connected to the Internet can have a URI to
distinguish from others. RDF/RDFS, DAML+OIL and other XML based languages
use URI to distinguish different resources which means that the same concept (e.g.
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‘Creator’) in different ontologies can be unified by a URI. Unicode is the extension
of ASCII text, which provides the facility to support non-English characters.
2) XML – the basic layer.
The next layer is the eXtensive Markup Language (XML) [Bray et al., 1999b]. XML
has grown with the bloom of E-Commerce on the WWW, which needs more
flexibility than HTML to handle data exchanging activities such as funds transaction,
auctions, buying and selling goods, etc. XML is a set of rules for designing text
formats that structure the data [Bray et al., 1999b]. Besides, XML is the basic
language for all the other layers in the Semantic Web. A new web page markup
language called XHTML [Dubinko et al., 2001] is being developed for combining
HTML and XML so that the web pages can have HTML markup for human beings
and XML markup for machines. Since XML is just the first step of the Semantic Web
and a low-level markup language, it is not enough to represent meanings on web
pages. It needs higher layers built on top of it to represent schema, meta-data, logics,
etc.
3) RDF – resource description language
As mentioned in section 2.1, ontologies as the knowledge representation, are playing
a very important role in the Semantic Web. Therefore, a primitive knowledge
representation language, Resource Description Framework (RDF), is developed for
providing

interoperability

between

applications

that

exchange

machine-understandable information on the WWW [Lassila et al., 1999]. RDF
defines a simple model for describing interrelationships among resources in terms of
named properties and values [Brickley et al., 1999]. An example from [Brickley et al.,
1999] shows how RDF describes resources using a triplet to present a simple
sentence.
Example 2.5 – RDF triplet
Colby is a student of the resource http://www.dsl.uow.edu.au
This sentence has three parts shown in table 2.2:
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Table 2.2 - RDF triplet

Subject

http://www.dsl.uow.edu.au

Property Student
Object

"Colby"

This sentence can be represented as a diagram:

Figure 2.5 - Triplet of RDF

The resource is an Internet web page address (URL).
Every single entity in RDF is a triplet with one property. However, RDF can
describe more than one property by using other triplets as resources.
Example 2.6 - an extension of the above sentence:
The person whose name is Colby, email zrc01@uow.edu.au, is a student of
http://www.dsl.uow.edu.au.
It cannot be represented using a single triplet. Two more triplets have to be added. In
figure 2.4, the object of the first triplet becomes an abstract subject of the other two
triplets.
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Figure 2.6 - Three triplet RDF

4) RDFS – basic ontology markup language
The RDF data model does not provide any mechanisms for declaring properties and
relationships between these properties and other resources [Brickley et al., 1999]. For
doing these, it needs RDF Schema (RDFS). RDFS is the supplement of RDF for
presenting metadata, ontology and knowledge on WWW. RDF/RDFS can describe
the kinds of attributes and relationship of resources (i.e. ontologies) on the web pages
for machines to understand. Nevertheless, RDF/RDFS is just a primitive semantic
markup language. More facilities are expected, so that processes that are more
powerful can be implemented on WWW.
5) DAML+OIL – more powerful ontology markup language
An extension of RDF/RDFS - DAML+OIL10 developed by Frank van Harmelen et.al
[Harmelen et al., 2001] from a U.S. government-sponsored effort in August 2000,
provides richer representation for the Semantic Web by using combing frame-based
system, DLs and Object Oriented (OO) modeling ideas.
DAML Class: Unlike traditional object-oriented modeling, DAML classes do not
10 DAML stands for DARPA Agent Markup Language and OIL stands for Ontology Inference Layer
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have attributes. However, an abstract class called ‘Restriction’ is used to link
properties to classes. For example:
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Client">
<rdfs:label>Client</rdfs:label>
</daml:Class>

defines a class called ‘Client’. There is nothing in it. However, DAML allows users to
define more details about this class later (use tag ‘rdf:about’), which gives users the
flexibility to modify class and property definitions. The ‘daml’, ‘rdf ’ and ‘rdfs’ are
namespaces [Bray et al., 1999a] which serve as alias names of URI addresses. (e.g.
‘daml’ is declared as ‘http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#’). If we want to use
elements

from

this

address,

instead

of

writing

‘http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#xxxx’, we can simply use ‘daml:xxxx’.
The code below shows how DAML+OIL links the property ‘hasAccount’ to
‘Client’. ‘Restriction’ class is defined as a super class of ‘Client’.
<daml:Class rdf:about="#Client">
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasAccount"/>
<daml:toClass rdf:resource="#Account"/>
</daml:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>

The above example uses the ‘daml:toClass’ property restriction to specify that all
‘hasAccount’ values must be objects of class ‘Account’. DAML+OIL gives users
more expressiveness in defining ontologies. One example is enumerations, which let
designers define a class by listing explicitly its members. The code below defines a
‘Password’

class

which

has

only

two

members:

‘InvalidPassword’.
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Password">
<daml:oneOf parseType="daml:collection">
<daml:Thing rdf:ID="ValidPassword"/>
<daml:Thing rdf:ID="InvalidPassword"/>
</daml:oneOf>
</daml:Class>
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This is a closed list which means class ‘Password’ can only have these two members.
‘daml:Thing’ is a special DAML+OIL type which is similar to ‘T’ and ‘Thing’
discussed in the ontology review section. It is the top of an ontology that universally
includes all instances of all classes.
Another useful facility of ‘daml:Class’ is disjointWith, which defines two
classes that have no common instances. This can define the above ‘Password’ class
in more detail:
<daml:Class rdf:about="#ValidPassword">
<daml:disjointWith rdf:resource="#InvalidPassword"/>
</daml:Class>

The above two code fragments can be replaced by another DAML+OIL expression
‘disjointUnionOf’:
<daml:Class rdf:ID="Password">
<daml:disjointUnionOf parseType="daml:collection">
<daml:Class rdf:ID="ValidPassword"/>
<daml:Class rdf:ID="InvalidPassword"/>
</daml:disjointUnionOf>
</daml:Class>

By using ‘disjointUnionOf’, class ‘Password’ must be exactly one of the categories:
‘ValidPassword’ or ‘InvalidPassword’, which is the same as using ‘oneOf’ plus
‘disjointWith’.
DAML Property: Unlike traditional object-oriented modelling, DAML properties
have a domain and a range, specifying the classes that a property relates. The example
below shows a data type property definition of ‘custno’. The ‘custno’ property relates
entities to integers and hence has the class ‘Customer’ as its domain and integers as
defined in the XMLSchema as its range.
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="custno">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Customer"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#Integer"/>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>

Note that we use ‘daml:DatatypeProperty’ to define customer number and, hence, it
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is in the sense of traditional object-oriented modelling. However, DAML allows users
to define properties that their range is a class (i.e., binary relationship between two
classes). Another example below shows an object property ‘hasAccount’ which can
be used for specifying binary relationship between class ‘Customer’ and ‘Account’.
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="hasAccount">
<daml:domain rdf:resource="#Customer"/>
<daml:range rdf:resource="#Account"/>
</daml:ObjectPreperty>

One important characteristic of DAML properties is that they can have
multiple ranges. In this case, the range is the union of all ranges. Another useful
feature of DAML properties is ‘UniqueProperty’ which specifies that a property
can only have one value for each instance. For example, we can add this to ‘custno’
to define customer number is a unique property (i.e., customer number is a primary
key in the database).
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="custno">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Customer"/>
<rdfs:range
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#Integer"/>
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/10/daml+oil#UniqueProperty"/>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>

We only introduce the important features of DAML+OIL in this section, a full
tutorial of DAML+OIL can be found in [Ouellet et al., 2002a; Ouellet et al.,
2002b].
As discussed in the previous section, DAML+OIL is a DL. However, instead of
using DL reasoner, this thesis uses Prolog11 to make inferences because rules are
employed for detecting inconsistencies (refer to the next section for more
discussion). In this section, we present a table that shows all the mappings among
DLs, DAML+OIL and FOL to give readers an overview of their relationship.

11

A logic programming language. Refer to [Fisher] for a good tutorial.
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Table 2.3 - Mappings among DLs, DAML+OIL and FOL [Horrocks, 2002]
DL
¬C, ¬R

FOL
¬C(x), ¬R(x,y)
C(x) Ù D(x)

Description
negation
conjunction

Example
¬Person

CóD

DAML+OIL
complementOf
intersectionOf

CòD

unionOf

C(x) Ú D(x)

disjunction

MaleòFemale

"R.C

toClass

"yR(x,y)→C(y)

"enroll.Course

$R.C
≥nR
≤nR
=nR
≥nR.C
≤nR.C
=nR.C
{a1…an}

hasClass
minCardinality
maxCardinality
cardinality
minCardinalityQ
maxCardinalityQ
cardinalityQ
oneOf
subClassOf

$yR(x,y) Ù C(y)
R(x,y) Ù (y≥n)
R(x,y) Ù (y≤n)
R(x,y) Ù (y=n)
R(x,y) ÙC(y) Ù (y≥n)
R(x,y) ÙC(y) Ù (y≤n)
R(x,y) ÙC(y) Ù (y=n)
{a1…an}
C(x)→D(x)

universal quantifier
(value restriction)
existential quantifier
cardinality
cardinality
cardinality
cardinality
cardinality
cardinality
enumeration
class subsumption

C(x)≡D(x)
P(x,y) →Q(x,y)

P=Q

samePropertyAs

P(x,y) ≡ Q(x,y)

Cô¬D

disjointWith

C(x)→¬D(x)

class equivalence
property
subsumption
property
equivalence
disjoint relationship

customer=client

PôQ

sameClassAs
subPropertyAs

P¯
P

inverseOf
transitiveProperty

P(x,y) ≡ P(y,x)
P(x,y) ÙP(y,z) →P(x,z)

Tô≤1P

uniqueProperty

P(x,y) Ù y≤1

CôD
C=D

5)

inverse relationship
transitive
relationship
unique property

StudentóFemale

$hasChild.Male
≥2hasChild
≤2hasChild
=3hasChild
≥1hasChild.Male
≤3hasChild.Male
=2hasChild.Male
{apple, orange}
ladyôPersonóFemale
hasSonôhasChild
hasChild=hasChildren
Maleô¬Female
married¯
ancestor
Tô≤1married

RuleML – rule markup language

With a structure layer – XML, a basic ontology layer – RDF/RDFS and a rich
knowledge representation layer – DAML+OIL, a virtual world for the agents to
operate can be defined fully to some extents. However, like the real human’s world,
rules are needed to control people’s behaviours. Just as different countries have
different laws, different software systems also have different rules.
Example 2.7:
A new company wants to attract new customers. If the new customer is a female,
the company gives her a bunch of flowers as a gift; if the new customer is a male,
he gets a hat. The formal representation is:
newCustomeróMaleôgivePresentóHat
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newCustomeróFemaleôgivePresentóFlower

There are two reasons that a specified rule markup language is needed:
a) Even though DAML+OIL can specify some simple rules (restrictions), rules
should not be put into the ontology because those are not the general cases.
b) Some rules cannot be represented using only ontology language.
Therefore Boley et al [Boley, 2001; Lee et al., 2003] initiated a new rule markup
standard for the Semantic Web - RuleML. The Rule Markup Initiative has taken
initial steps towards defining a shared Rule Markup Language (RuleML), permitting
both forward (bottom-up) and backward (top-down) rules in XML for deduction,
rewriting, and further inferential-transformational tasks [Lee et al., 2003]. The
mission of RuleML is to provide an XML based language to cover the entire rule
spectrum, from derivation rules to transformation rules to reaction rules, as well as
specifying queries and inferences in web ontologies, mappings between web
ontologies, and dynamic web behaviours of workflows, services, and agents.
6)

Inference Engine – logic, proof and trust

Logic is used for inferring new knowledge, proving facts and trusting parters. An
inference engine is a necessary facility to enable logic in the Semantic Web. Two
different approaches can be used:
a) General logic based inference engines
b) Specialized algorithms (Problem Solving Methods)
There are many inference engines available currently, but none proves the standard
and compatibility for using the markup languages like DAML+OIL and RuleML
together. We will briefly introduce the major logics used in the Semantic Web.
Ÿ

Higher Order Logics: have the greatest expressive power among all known
logics but they do not have computational properties. Therefore, it is difficult to
implement them on computers. None of the markup languages mentioned above
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use them. Isabelle or HOL [Nipkow et al., 2001] are generic theorem provers
for Higher Order Logics.
Ÿ

Full First Order Logic: is semi-decidable logic that can be partly implemented in
the computer. However, it is not specified for representing hierarchical structure,
so it is not used for representing ontologies directly. Theorem provers like CYC
[Guha et al., 1990] and Larch [Garland et al., 1991] are available for the
Semantic Web.

Ÿ

Description Logics: allow specifying a terminological hierarchy using a
restricted set of first order formulas. DLs can be fully implemented. Available
systems are Loom [Wilczynski et al., 1993], FaCT [Horrocks et al., 1999],
etc.

Ÿ

Horn-logic and Datalog: is another fragment of First Order Logic. Horn-logic
(only with 0-ary function symbols) and Datalog were discussed in the field of
deductive databases and logic programming. Two kinds of evaluation strategies
can be used: top down and bottom up. A pure top-down strategy, like Prolog, has
certain disadvantages for the Semantic Web because simply transitive rule in
Prolog would be in a looping system. This is the reason we add rules to Prolog
to implement our system in this thesis. However, it raises another problem:
integrating horn-rules from different sources distributed on the web can lead to
undecidable results. The CommonRules of IBM Business Rules for Electronic
Commerce project proposes the Courteous logic programs approach to handle
this problem by introducing prioritized conflict handling. Another project
SweetJess [Grosof et al., 2002] is trying to find a similar solution to combine
DAML and RuleML. The base systems are XSB [XSB, 2003] (a Prolog system)
and TRIPLE [Sintek et al., 2002] (a language tailored for RDF).

Ÿ

Problem Solving Methods: are studied in the areas of Knowledge Based Systems
and Knowledge Acquisition as small algorithms. They perform inferences
within expert systems. Existing project is IBROW3 [Benjamins et al., 1998].
This thesis will use DAML+OIL as both the ontology and semantic markup

language as well as RuleML as the rule markup language. DAML+OIL can be
supported by DLs inference engines while RuleML uses Horn-Logics ones. An
inference engine that combines DLs and Horn-Logics is needed for using rules on
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top of ontologies. There is no such standard inference engine in this initial stage of
the Semantic Web. Most of the current works are tested using their own inference
engines, e.g. SweetJess project [Grosof et al., 2002]. In SweetJess, Gandhe et al
first introduced a way of combining RuleML with DAML+OIL. The current work
we have been done in the thesis can only be implemented partly by using our own
methods within a limited time.
In the next section, we will discuss the categories of requirements specification
inconsistencies and the review of current inconsistency management approaches.
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2.3 Requirements Specification Consistency
The early phase of RE acquires and formalizes requirements specifications of
stakeholders for the later software development [Yu, 1997]. Usually every system
has its consistency rules which all specifications shall not contradict. These include
business rules (such as “a customer must not have more then one account”) and
structural rules (such as “any component used in a sequence diagram must correspond
to a component in a Class diagram”). Requirements specifications are inconsistent
with rules often for several reasons and inconsistency management becomes an
important activity in RE. This section will introduce the reasons why inconsistencies
occur often and some current approaches of managing inconsistencies.
2.3.1 Inconsistency categories
In general, inconsistency is any situation in which two descriptions do not obey some
rules that should hold. In logic, inconsistency is any situation that statements can
entail false (e.g. A Ù ¬A). We classify inconsistencies that arise among requirements
specifications into four categories.
1) Local inconsistency
Inconsistencies of requirements specifications may occur within one group of
stakeholders. By making mistakes or logical errors, inconsistencies that contradict
with rules may arise from requirements specifications. For example, a local
inconsistency can be a stakeholder specifies two classes with the same name in a
UML class diagram.
2) Global inconsistency
A system usually has multiple sets of stakeholders. Different sets of stakeholders have
different perspectives which may contradict each other. For instance, an elevator
system has many components (such as motor, button, scheduler, door and so on) and
different experts are responsible for different components (such as expert “A” is
responsible for the motor while “B” is responsible for the scheduler). The system is
also described by different representations. For example, “A” (motor expert) may use
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system block diagram to draw the relationship between different system blocks while
“B” (scheduler expert) may use action table and object structure to represent it.
Obviously, in the situation of multiple sets of stakeholders, requirements
specifications usually contradict each other.
3) Requirements evolution
It involves accommodating new requirements or deleting existing ones by updating a
description of user requirements for the system. Requirements evolution may arise
when the real world context related to the system has changed or perceptions of the
stakeholders have modified. Therefore, when requirements evolution happens,
software analysts have to incorporate the changes into the original requirements
specifications. A common way of handling this is to find the maximum subset of
consistent descriptions from the old and new requirements specifications. By doing
this, the maximum number of possible consistent specifications can be drawn. There
are other ways of handling requirements evolution, like requirements relaxation,
which relax some specifications in order to keep the new and old ones consistent.
4) Non-functional requirements
Non-functional requirements are the requirements about the quality of the system.
These may sometimes contradict functional requirements (e.g. certain functionalities
cannot be supported consistently with a non-functional requirement for fast access
times). Such an inconsistency is more critical but harder to detect than those in
functional requirements during the software development.
Requirements specifications are usually inconsistent, especially in a large
complex system. Inconsistency management is an important task of Requirement
Engineering. In the next section, we will review the current research in
inconsistency management according to several taxonomies.
2.3.2 Inconsistency management
Generally, inconsistency management consists of detecting, diagnosing, inconsistency
handling and outcome monitoring. There are many approaches existing in
inconsistency management, the choice of inconsistency management strategy depends
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on when inconsistencies arise, and the impact they have on other aspects of the
development process. We classify the major approaches into four categories:
negotiation approach, formal notation approach, formal logic approach and tolerating
inconsistency approach.
1)

Negotiation approach

This is useful for managing inconsistency arising among multiple sets of stakeholders
(i.e. global inconsistencies). Conflicts are detected through a collaborative
communicating process. Famous approaches include Viewpoints framework, CORA
and WinWin approach.
Ÿ

Viewpoints framework (Finkelstein, 1994 #2) [Easterbrook et al., 1994;
Finkelsetin et al., 1992; Nuseibeh et al., 1994] arise to address the conflicts
resulting from different perspectives of many stakeholders involved in the
development. “In software terms, Viewpoints are loosely coupled, locally
managed, distributable objects which encapsulate partial knowledge about a
system and its domain, specified in a particular, suitable representation scheme,
and partial knowledge of the process of development” [Easterbrook et al., 1996].
Each viewpoint consists of five slots [Finkelstein et al., 1992]:
n A representation style, the scheme and notation which the viewpoint uses to
expresses what it can see;
n A domain, the set of all possible values that a style can have;
n A specification, the description of a domain in the viewpoint’s style;
n A work plan, the process by which a specification can be built;
n A work record, the history of actions performed on a viewpoint
This framework uses a uniform logical language to detect inconsistencies

between multi-perspectives. Meta-level inconsistency handling rules are used to
resolve the inconsistencies. A viewpoint is locally consistent but may contradict
others. Inconsistencies between viewpoints are handled by representing
relationships between them. Both resolved and unresolved inconsistencies are
recorded.
Consistency rules that specify the relationships that should hold between
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particular viewpoints are applied to perform consistency checking. Viewpoints
involved in an applied rule must collaborate to perform the consistency check and
know the result. The failure of consistency check for relationship between two
viewpoints (i.e. an inconsistency) will be corrected only if the owner wishes to do
so, which means inconsistencies can be tolerated and resolved in a later stage.
Resolution to inconsistencies is re-establishing the relationship that makes the
consistency check fail.
Ÿ

WinWin approach [Boehm et al., 1989; Boehm et al., 1996] provides groupware
support for tracking team development of requirements, including conflict
detection and resolution. The WinWin system is based on the WinWin Spiral
Model, which uses Theory W (Boehm, 1989) to generate the objectives,
constraints, and alternatives needed by the Spiral Model. Four components are
used in this model, i.e. Win Condition, Issue, Option, and Agreement.
Stakeholders begin by entering their Win

Conditions (stakeholders’

requirements). If a conflict among stakeholders’ Win Condition is detected, an
Issue schema is formed which consists of the conflicts and Win Conditions that
are affected. For each Issue, stakeholders prepare candidate Options (resolution
to the conflicts) that will be evaluated among the stakeholders until a mutual
satisfactory Option is reached (Boehm, 1996 #9). This process of achieving the
result is called Agreement schema. Quality Attribute Risk and Conflict
Consultant (QARCC) methods (Boehm, 1996 #9) are used to resolve conflicts
among quality attribute requirements based on WinWin system.
Ÿ

CORA (Conflict-Oriented Requirements Analysis) [Robinson et al., 1999a;
Robinson et al., 1999b] is a method created to improve the analysis of the
relationships among system requirements. It uses a CORA meta-model that
includes a requirement meta-model for capturing stakeholder requirements, a
restructuring

meta-model for

restructuring

requirements that

remove

stakeholder conflicts, and a strategic application of the transformation. Both
[Robinson et al., 1999a] and [Robinson et al., 1999b] propose requirement
restructuring techniques to support CORA. [Robinson et al., 1999a; Robinson et
al., 1999a] presents a meta-modeling technique that focuses on conflicts
resulting from requirements of different stakeholders. [Robinson et al., 1999a;
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Robinson et al., 1999b] uses a requirement restructuring techniques that are
applicable to circumstances that issues arise through some scenario-like analysis
of requirements interactions, and issues arise through an attempt to combine
requirements that originate from multiple stakeholders.
2)

Formal notation approach

This approach identifies conflicts by using formal notations such as ontologies and the
tabular.
Ÿ

Ontology [Chung et al., 1995; Yen et al., 1997] is a common vocabulary to
specify conflict relationships between requirements. The idea is to explicitly
state the imprecise requirements and exchange information among different
groups of stakeholders referring to a common ontology. It is also the key of
automated processing of inconsistency management. Both [Chung et al., 1995]
and [Yen et al., 1997] suggest using semantics as a bridge to fill the gap
between informal requirements specifications and formal ones.

Ÿ

Tabular notation [Heitmeyer et al., 1996] – identifies requirement conflicts by
using specific notation. [Heitmeyer et al., 1996] proposes a formal analysis
technique for automatic detection of errors and circular definitions in
requirements specifications. Requirement specifications are expressed in
Software Cost Reduction (SCR) tabular notation. A formal requirements model
is also introduced in order to provide formal semantics for the SCR notation and
foundation for consistency checking. As for the automated consistency checking,
the consistency checker determines whether a logical expression is a tautology
or not by applying a tableaux-based decision.

3)

Formal logic approach

Formal logic, a language that has fully defined semantics, is a common way of
handling inconsistencies in software development. The use of logic provides people a
precise and unambiguous language to present specifications, as well as make it
possible for computer to identify inconsistencies automatically. We briefly introduce
three categories of this approach as follows.
Ÿ

Logical Abduction [Kakas et al., 1998; Nuseibeh et al., 1999]: Abduction,
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deduction and induction are three fundamental modes of reasoning. In Artificial
Intelligence, abduction is generally for searching a set of hypotheses to achieve
some given goals without causing conflicts, when combined with a given theory
[Kakas et al., 1998]. [Nuseibeh et al., 1999] proposes an abduction reasoning
method to handle inconsistency of specifications by permitting incremental
evolution of conflicting requirements specifications, and employing existing
tools for handling theory change to allow implementation. The specification is
represented by quasi-classical (QC) logic [Hunter, 2002] and an abductive
procedure (i.e. a logical program) for expressing any given QC specification and
violated rules. The procedure consists of two major steps:
a) Translating QC specifications into first-order theory with the predicates
HoldsS (presents strong relation) and HoldW (presents week relation)
b) Generating a logic program from the resulting first-order theory, which
includes translated specifications and rules to allow the simulation of QC
inferences from the specifications
Ÿ

Belief Revision: [Ghose, 1999; Satoh, 2000; Zowghi et al., 1996] all present
a logical framework to reason about requirements evolution based on the theory
of belief revision. The idea of belief revision suggests minimizing revised
inconsistent specifications in the system development. A sufficiently rich
meta-level logic is used to capture intuitive aspects of handling incompleteness
and inconsistency in requirements formally and accurately. Operators are used to
map between theories of this meta-level logic to provide a formal basis for the
theory change component.

Ÿ

Argumentation View: [Perrussel et al., 2002] presents a logical framework for
reasoning about inconsistent requirements in multi-viewpoint RE process.
Argumentation is a general principle based on the construction of arguments. It
enables reasoning with inconsistent knowledge. Arguments with no
counterarguments represent the acceptable class of arguments. The framework
builds an argumentation view of requirements, which can analyze sources of
inconsistencies. [Lee et al., 2003] proposes to use different meanings of
“counterarguments”, which is presented from weakly confident to strongly
confident to derivate different classes of acceptable requirement. Inference rules
are created for intra-viewpoints and inter-viewpoints reasoning, which is
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represented by the degree of confidence obtained from previous ordering.
4)

Tolerating inconsistency approach

Tolerating inconsistency is one of the two inconsistency management strategies that
are commonly adopted:
Ÿ

Inconsistency avoiding: Inconsistencies are rejected or resolved immediately
after being detected. Since this strategy maintains requirements specifications
consistency all the time through the software development process, it is costly
and undesirable.

Ÿ

Inconsistency living: It allows the existence of inconsistencies until it is resolved
at an appropriate stage. It is most useful in inconsistency management during
requirements evolution since inconsistencies are drivers for changing the
requirements specifications [Nuseibeh et al., 1999].

Most current approaches use the second strategy due to the flexibility and efficiency
of handling inconsistency. We will review several of the main approaches.
Ÿ

Living with inconsistency is proposed by Schwanke and Kaiser in [Schwanke
et al., 1998], which suggests that during large system development,
programmers usually circumvent strict consistency enforcement mechanisms in
order to get their jobs done. They describe a configuration management
(CONMAN) programming environment that helps programmers to handle
inconsistency by:
c) Identifying and tracking six different kinds of inconsistencies without
requiring them to be removed
d) reducing the cost of restoring type safety after a change using a
technique called “smarter recompilation”
e) protecting programmers from inconsistent code by supplying debugging
and testing tools with inconsistency information

Ÿ

Inconsistency living was first introduced by Robert Balzer [Balzer, 1991]. It
treats inconsistencies as temporary exceptions by relaxing constraints. Before
correcting the temporary exceptions, violated data is marked by Pollution
Markers. When the violation is eventually resolved, the marks are automatically
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removed indicating that no further resolution activity is required.
Ÿ

Making inconsistency respectable – was proposed by Gabbay and Hunter.
Making inconsistency respectable can be viewed as signals to both external
actions and internal actions that activate or deactivate other rules [Gabbay et al.,
1992]. According to this approach, inconsistency is not necessarily resolved by
removing it, but by supplying rules that specify how to act in the existence of
such inconsistencies.

Ÿ

Modularized Exception Handling [Feather, 1994] was proposed by M. Feather
to modularize exception handling in which programs accessing a shared
database of information have their own assumptions on the database, and handle
exceptions to those assumptions differently. The assumptions made by each
program together with their respective exception handlers are used to provide
each program with its own individual view of the database. Each program’s view
is derived from the shared data to satisfy all the program’s assumptions, by a
user-specified combination of ignoring facts that hold in the shared data and
facts that do not hold.
After the background review of ontology, the Semantic Web and inconsistency

management, we will explain a methodology, which uses some of these techniques
to improve automated inconsistency management.
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Specifications
In this chapter, we show semantic markup of requirements specifications in a variety
of semi-formal and informal notations, as well as its Prolog representation. We start
with representing the ontology and its language DAML+OIL. And then we present
some general guidelines for marking up specifications in four distinct notations:
free-form English text, UML class diagrams, UML sequence diagrams and KAOS
formal language.

3.1 Preliminaries
The principles discussed in this section are useful not only for our project but also for
all the systems that are using semantic markup in Requirements Engineering. The
Semantic Web is under development, therefore principles can be independent of
current techniques and apply to future development.
3.1.1 Ontologies
The notion of ontology as used in computer science refers to a formal, explicit
specification of a shared conceptualization. It provides a common vocabulary for
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building and reasoning about systems. Building an ontology can be a complex and
time consuming task. It is important to note that our proposal does not require an
ontology to be built for every application. A key underlying theme in an
ontology-based approach is re-using. A banking ontology, for instance, would be
carefully crafted once, and subsequently re-used multiple times (and possibly updated
during re-use). A similar statement can be made about the consistency rules – they
would be carefully specified once and re-used multiple times.
There are several ontology languages (which often serve a dual role as ontology
markup languages) exist, including the OIL and the DAML. OIL and DAML were
subsequently combined to obtain DAML+OIL which appears to be the current
standard for semantic web applications. Most ontology languages (such as the ones
mentioned above) are based on modelling primitives derived from frame-based
languages and Description Logics (DLs). Creating a DAML+OIL ontology for a
given application usually involves the following steps:
Ÿ

All concepts used in the system (e.g. “Account” and “Customer” in a banking
application) are defined as DAML+OIL classes and organized in a hierarchy
(using the standard principles of object-oriented modeling).

Ÿ

Concepts that are not intrinsic to the application domain under consideration, but
necessary for markup are also defined as DAML+OIL classes. For instance, we
shall see below an artificial class called “Words” that we find useful for marking
up non-key words in a text specification.

Ÿ

Properties are defined as distinct first-class entities to classes. Unlike traditional
object-oriented modeling, DAML+OIL classes do not have attributes. However,
an abstract class called ‘Restriction’ is used to link properties to classes.

Ÿ

DAML+OIL properties do not constrain users to limited data types. A
‘DatatypeProperty’ in DAML+OIL is used for defining traditional data types
(e.g. String, Integer, etc) and an ‘ObjectProperty’ is used for all other data types.
Furthermore, DAML+OIL allows properties to have multiple ranges (according
to DAML+OIL semantics, the range is the union of all range specifications
[Harmelen et al., 2001].

Ÿ

Meta-level properties that are not in the domain of the application, but necessary
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for property classification are defined as DAML+OIL properties (e.g.
“Attribute” acts as a super property of all UML attributes).
Ÿ

A DAML+OIL ‘ObjectProperty’ can be used for defining relationships between
classes (e.g. “has Account” is used to describe relationship between ‘Customer’
and ‘Account’).

A simplified ontology for a banking system is defined in Table 3.1 and 3.2. It only
defines a small subset of the concepts and properties used in examples in this paper.
Table 3.1 - Class list of the simplified banking ontology

Class
Entity
Customer
Client
Staff
Teller
FinancialOfficer
Account
SavingAccount
CreditAccount
Message
FormalDef
Goal
Operation
Password
ValidPassword
EntityRelation
CheckPassword
Words

Subclass of
Entity
Entity
Entity
Staff
Staff
Entity
Account
Account
Entity

Same class of
Customer

Entity
Password
Operation
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Comment
Abstract class for entity classes
Bank customer
Alias name of Customer
Bank staff
Bank teller
Financial consultant
Bank account
Saving account
Credit card account
Message in a sequence diagram
Formal Definition in KAOS
KAOS goal
KAOS sub-goal
Password class
A valid password
Relationship between two classes.
An operation defined as a class
For marking up non-key-words
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Table 3.2 - Property list of the simplified bank ontology

Property
Attribute
custno
accno
acctype
accbalance
staffno
phone
creditLimit
hasAccount
openLoanAccount
overLimitWarn
displayBalance
checkPassowrd
viewBalance
ID
isRelatedTo
hasMaximum
hasMinimum
hasExactly
InformalDef
hasSubject
hasObject

Sub property of
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Attribute
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation
Operation

Comment
Abstract property of all attribute properties
Customer number
Account number
Account type
Account balance
Staff number
Telephone number
Credit limit
Customer has account
Open a loan account
Account over limit warning
Display account balance
Check customer’s account password
View account balance details
Abstract property for id attributes
Declaring relationship between two classes

Maximum cardinality of a class
Minimum cardinality of a class
Exact cardinality of a class
Informal definition in KAOS
Subject argument of a operation
Object argument of a operation

A full DAML+OIL version of this ontology can be found in the appendix 1. We will
discuss some interesting fragments shown below.
1) Header
Header is used to declare namespaces, versions, etc of a DAML+OIL file. Namespace
is an alias name of an address or a string in DAML+OIL (such as ‘bank’ is the
location of all codes written in this thesis). It must be declared in each DAML+OIL
file. We only show the declaration in this section, and all other code fragments use the
same declaration as the one below.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:daml=http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:oiled=http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/oil/oiled#
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs=http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#">
xmlns:bank= "file:F:/Zerong
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Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#”
<daml:Ontology rdf:about="">
<dc:title>&quot;An simplified Ontology of Banking
system&quot;</dc:title>
<dc:date>01/08/2002</dc:date>
<dc:creator>Zerong Chen</dc:creator>
<daml:versionInfo>1.0</daml:versionInfo>
</daml:Ontology>

2) Classes
The code fragment below is the definition of class ‘Entity’, which is an abstract class
representing all entity classes in requirements specifications. Unlike traditional
object-oriented modeling, it is just for classifying concepts therefore there is no
property defined in this class. The label, comment, creator etc are created by OilEd.
We will not show this in the rest of DAML codes. Note that order of declaration is not
significant in DAML+OIL. An undeclared name can be used before it is declared.
<daml:Class rdf:about="bank:Entity">
<rdfs:label>Entity</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Abstract Class]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-12T03:56:20Z]]></oiled:cr
eationDate>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[ZerongChen]]></oiled:creator>
</daml:Class>

‘Customer’ class is defined as a subclass of ‘Entity’ in the code fragment below.
<daml:Class rdf:about="bank:Customer">
<rdfs:label>Customer</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="bank:Entity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>

The code fragment below is a class definition of ‘Client’. It uses
‘daml:sameClassAs’ to specify ‘Client’ is the same class as ‘Customer’ which
means ‘Client’ is also a subclass of ‘Entity’.
<daml:Class rdf:about="bank:Client">
<rdfs:label>Client</rdfs:label>
<daml:sameClassAs>
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<daml:Class rdf:about="bank:Customer"/>
</daml:sameClassAs>
</daml:Class>

3) Properties
As we discussed in Chapter 2, ‘custno’ can be defined as a data type property,
which has a domain of ‘Entity’ and a range of ‘Integer’. In this section we will
discuss an alternative way of doing this. Instead of data type property, it can be
defined as an object property which has the same domain but the range can be a
user-defined class (such as class ‘Double’). The advantage of this is that the user
can put properties in class ‘Double’ to define ‘custno’ more explicitly.
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="bank:custno">
<rdfs:label>custno</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="bank:Attribute"/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="bank:ID"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="bank:Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<daml:range rdf:resource="#Double"/>
</daml:ObjectProperty>

The relationship between two classes in a UML class diagram can be
represented using pre-defined DAML+OIL object properties. For example, the
cardinality of two classes (i.e. how many objects one class can have) can be
described by defining object properties ‘hasMaximum’, ‘hasMinimum’ and
‘hasExactly’. The following code fragment shows the definition of ‘hasMaximum’
for presenting maximum cardinality between any two ‘Entity’ (domain) using an
integer (range).
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="bank:hasMaximum">
<rdfs:label>hasMaximum</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="bank:Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:integer/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
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3.1.2 Semantic Markup
Markup refers to the idea of formal notation being inserted into specifications.
Semantic markup involves placing tags that point to pre-defined web-based
ontologies for explicating the meaning of elements of a specification being marked up.
For example: <classA>I am a class</classA> means ‘I am a class’ is an instance of
class ‘classA’. Markup placed inside documents is called in-document markup.
Markup placed in a separate file is called out-document markup (the resulting file is
referred to as the markup file). The crux of our proposal is that it is possible to
develop end-user markup tools that will make it easy to achieve semantic markup of
requirements specifications written in semi-formal or informal notations (such as
UML diagrams and free-form English). There is preliminary evidence that this is
already being achieved, in the form of several annotation support tools (or annotators)
that have been developed.
Annotators are tools that facilitate the process of end-user markup. Several
annotators (with a varying range of functionalities) have already been developed.
These include AeroDAML [Kogut et al., 2001], COHSE [Bechhofer et al., 2001a],
MnM [Vargas-Vera et al., 2002], OntoAnnotate [Staab et al., 2001],
OntoMat-Annotizer [Staab et al., 2001] and the SHOE Knowledge Annotator
[Heflin et al., 2001] (see [OntoWeb, 2002] for a good survey of such tools). We
can thus visualize a UML editor such as ArgoUML [Tigris, 2003] being augmented
with an annotator plug-in which generates a graphical depiction of class and
property hierarchies on a side-bar and which permits users to drag-and-drop classes
and properties on elements of the UML diagram being edited to automatically
generate an underlying markup file. A similar interface can also be visualized for
free-form English specifications being edited by any standard text/document editor.
We will introduce three major annotation methods, i.e. SHOE, OntoAnnotation, and
COHSE in the following paragraphs.
1)

SHOE

There are two categories of tags in SHOE (Simple HTML Ontology Extensions):
Ÿ

Constructing ontologies: are sets of rules which define sorts of assertions that
can be used in SHOE files and the meanings of these assertions.
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Ÿ

Annotating web documents: point to one or more ontologies, declare entities, and
make assertions about those entities [Heflin et al., 2001]

Semantic markup is usually kept in a separated file as an extension of the document.
All key words (e.g. customer) are marked up as instances of concepts in pre-defined
ontologies:
<bank:Customer rdf:ID =”customer”>
<bank:isRelatedTo rdf:resource=”account”/>
<bank:hasMaximum>many</bank:hasMaximum>
</bank:Customer>
<bank:Account rdf:ID=”account”/>

The SHOE approach specifies the semantic markup more clearly than other
approaches. However, no connection is made between text and markup. It is hard to
maintain the consistency because change of the document and change of semantic
markup are not simultaneously.
2)

OntoAnnotation

Text and markup are in the same file. Such an in-document markup is fulfilled by
using an HTML tag <a>. The customer key word is marked up as the code below:
<a onto=“page[hasExactly=body]“>one</a>
<a onto=“page[Customer=body]“>customer</a>
can have
<a onto=“page[hasMaximum=body]“>many</a>
<a onto=“page[Account=body]“>account</a>

In OntoBroker, the <a> tag is used to link the key word to ontologies. Unlike SHOE
approach, in this approach, text and markup are connected by putting them together.
Therefore, it is easier to maintain the consistency between text and markup. However,
it is not as clear as SHOE and needs a well-defined schema to abstract the semantic
markup from text documents.
3)

COHSE

It combines the above two approaches by using XPointer technique of the Semantic
Web. XPointer allows developers to specify links between any words or characters of
two XML documents. The COHSE approach separates semantic markup and text
content. This is similar to SHOE. In order to avoid the consistency problem, it uses
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XPointer to link markup to key words. The modified example from [Bechhofer et al.,
2001a] below shows how this works:
<rdf:Description>
<rdf:type resource=”
http://www.w3.org/2000/10/annotation-ns#Annotation”/>
<rdf:type resource=”
http://cohse.semanticweb.org/annotation-ns#ConceptAnnotation”/
>
<anno:annotates
rdf:resource=
“file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/#P(2)/TEXT/customer(0),0::P(2)/TE
XT/Fellow(0),6”/>
<anno:context/>
<cohse:concept>
<daml:Class
rdf:about=” bank:Customer”>
</daml:Class>
</cohse:concept>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

The markup is long because all the relative metadata (e.g. namespaces) need to
be declared every time. In the middle, there is a XPointer markup: <anno:annotates
rdf:resource=”file:……> which links this markup to the particular key word in the
text content. The idea of COHSE can solve the problem in SHOE and OntoBroker
but its implementation is harder now because it employs XPointer, which is still
under development.
In the remainder of this chapter, we shall present examples of semantic markup
of specifications in an informal notation (free-form English text) and in
semi-formal notations (UML sequence diagrams and class diagrams). We shall also
show that these same principles can then be applied to marking up formal
specifications (we shall use the KAOS language in our example), thus enabling
consistency checking of multi-model specifications (i.e., specifications consisting
of portions written in different notations).
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3.2 Semantic Markup of an English Text Requirements
Specification
3.2.1 The English Text
Free-form English is perhaps the most widely used requirements specification
language. Consider the following fragment of a specification for a banking system.
English specification of a banking system
A customer can have many accounts. However, an account can belong to
exactly one customer. There are two types of accounts: debit account and
credit account. All types of accounts should have a balance attribute, and
credit accounts should also have a limit attribute to define the credit
limit. (Rule 2.1.4) If the balance of a customer's credit account is over the
limit, an over limit warning operation must be executed automatically.
There are two types of staff: tellers and financial officers. (Rule 2.1.3)
Only financial officers have the authority to open credit accounts.
Figure 3.1 - English text specification fragment

Text documents can be marked up using the in-document approach. Similar to web
pages on the Internet, text and markup are placed together in the same file but editors
(or browsers) only show the text for the users. The following are some guidelines for
marking up free-form English text (note that these same principles apply for other
“natural” languages too). Generally, all key words are marked up by concepts in the
ontology. All non-key words are marked up using the ‘Words’ tag.
Ÿ

Concepts are marked up by referring to pre-defined class definitions in an
ontology. For instance, the code fragment below shows the concepts of
“customer” and “account” being marked up with references to appropriate class
definitions in a pre-defined ontology. Sub-classes can also be marked up by
referring to their super classes (this would be relevant in the case of “credit” and
“debit” accounts in this example).

Ÿ

Attribute names are marked up by using pre-defined data type properties in
ontologies (for instance, the “balance” attribute of an account).

Ÿ

Operation names are marked up by using pre-defined object properties. Thus,
the “over limit warning” operation referred to in the text above is marked up
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using an object property with the same name that has the “Account” class as its
domain and a class called “Operation” as its range. This establishes a link
between the “over limit warning” operation and the “Account” class (in the
sense that this operation is only invoked by conditions relating to the “Account”
class). Using the class “Operation” as the range of this object property identifies
this property as an operation. An alternative is to consider operations as
concepts/classes in their own right, but this makes it difficult to establish
connections between classes that are involved in invoking the operation, or that
supply inputs to the operation (this would involve defining a whole new set of
object properties). While we have adopted the first option in our current work,
the second option also appears to be valid.
Ÿ

Association between classes are marked up by using pre-defined object
properties – the classes participating in the binary association appear in the
domain and range respectively. We define a class called “EntityRelation” for this
purpose with “hasMaximum”, “hasMinimum” and “hasExactly” as integer
datatype properties to denote the maximum, minimum and exact cardinalities of
the association (the “hasMaximum” property has multiple ranges consisting of
both integers and strings to permit us to specify “many” without specifying an
integer as the upper limit). Notice that this only defines one “half” of an
association, the other “half” also needs to be separately and explicitly defined.

Next section will present a portion of the markup file for the above text. This
approach is based on similar ideas contained in the OntoBroker system [Decker et al.,
1999].
3.2.2 Semantic Markup
We use Class ‘Words’ in the ontology to mark up all non-key words and related
concepts and properties to mark up key words in the above specification.
<daml:Ontology rdf:about="">
<dc:title>An English document of banking system requirements.
</daml:Ontology>
</dc:title>
<bank:Words>A </bank:Words>
<bank:Customer>customer</bank:Customer>
<bank:Words>can have</bank:Words>
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<bank:EntityRelation rdf:about="#customer">
<bank:isRelatedTo rdf:resource="#account"/>
<bank:hasMaximum>many</bank:hasMaximum>
</bank:EntityRelation>
<bank:Account>account</bank:Account>
<bank:Words>, however, an</bank:Words>
<bank:Account>account</bank:Account>
<bank:Words> must belong to</bank:Words>
<bank:EntityRelation rdf:about="#account">
<bank:isRelatedTo rdf:resource="#customer"/>
<bank:hasExactly>1</bank:hasExactly>
</bank:EntityRelation>

This is the machine-view-point of Figure 3.1. The software can ignore the markup
and show only the content for a human. For example, if we load this file using an
Internet browser, a slightly different version of the above English text is shown as a
web page.
3.2.3 Description Logics
The DL version of this markup is represented using TBox and ABox. TBox contains
concepts in the ontology. For example, ‘Staff ô Entity’ is defining ‘Staff’ is a subclass
of ‘Entity’. ‘"isRelatedTo.Entity ô Entity’ defines an object property ‘isRelatedTo’
with the domain and the range are both ‘Entity’ while ‘"openLoadAccount.Staff ô
Operation’ defines an object property ‘openLoadAccount’ with the domain of ‘Staff’
and the range is ‘Operation’. ‘Account = {DebitAccount, CreditAccount}’ is defining
one of the relations which is not supported in DAML reasoner (SHIQ) yet due to the
undecidable problem. ABox contains the actual markup translation. For example,
‘customer’ is an instance of class ‘Customer’. The binary relationship is translated
into several assersions:
Ÿ

‘c1:EntityRelation’ is a concept assertion which declares an instance of class
‘EntityRelation’)

Ÿ

‘<c1,account>:isRelatedTo’ is a role assertion which declares a binary
relationship between ‘c1’ and ‘account’.

Ÿ

‘<c1,many>:hasMaximum’ is another role assertion declares the maximum
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cardinality in the specification.
Ÿ

‘<customer,c1>:hasEntityRelation’ links this relationship to the instance
‘customer’. (Note that this is only a half association declaration.)

TBox:
Attribute,
Entity,
EntityRelation,
Operation,
Customer ô Entity,
Account ô Entity,
Staff ô Entity,
AccBalance ô Attribute,
creditLimit ô Attribute,
"hasMaximum ô Integer ò String,
Account = {DebitAccount,
CreditAccount},
Staff ô Entity
Staff ≡ {Counter,
FinancialOfficer} ,
"hasAttribute.Entity ô
Attribute,
"HasEntityRelation.Entity ô
EntityRelation,
"isRelatedTo.Entity ô Entity,
"openLoadAccount.Staff ô
Operation,
"overLimitWarn.Account ô
Operation,
"hasOperation.Entity ô Operation

ABox:
customer:Customer,
account:Account,
c1:EntityRelation,
<c1,account>:isRelatedTo,
<c1,many>:hasMaximum,
<customer,c1>:hasEntityRelation,
debitAccount:DebitAccount,
creditAccount:CreditAccount,
balance:Balance,
<account,balance>:hasAttribute,
limit:creditLimit,
<creditAccount,limit>:hasAttribute,
olw:overLimitWarn,
<account,olw>:hasOperation,
staff:Staff,
counter:Counter,
fo:FinancialOfficer,
ola:openLoadAccount,
<fo,ola>:hasOperation
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3.3 Markup of UML Sequence-Diagram
3.3.1 The sequence-diagram
We shall use a simple sequence diagram for a banking application to show how a
diagrammatic (semi-formal) specification can be marked up. The following diagram
specifies the process of withdrawing cash from an ATM.

Figure 3.2 - Sequence diagram requirements specification

‘c’ is a ‘Customer’ object and ‘a’ is an ‘ATM’ object. First, the ATM asks the
customer how much cash he/she wishes to withdraw. After the customer specifies the
amount, the ATM asks the customer whether he/she needs a receipt and then
dispenses the cash. The following are some guidelines for semantic markup of
sequence diagrams:
Ÿ

Objects are marked up by creating instances of pre-defined classes in the
ontology. Thus the object “c” is defined to be an instance of the “Customer”
class.

Ÿ

Messages are marked up using the ‘Message’ class that we define in the ontology.
The ‘Message’ class has several properties:

“fromObject” and “toObject” object properties are used for marking up the message
directions by linking objects with the “Message” class.
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The ‘hasData’ property (a datatype property) is used for marking up the message
itself.
‘sequence’ property is used for marking up the message sequence (denoted by
integers).
3.3.2 Semantic Markup
The code fragment below shows the markup of ‘c:Customer’, ‘a:ATM’, and the first
two messages. The rest of the diagram would be marked up using the same method.
<bank:Customer rdf:ID="c"/>
<bank:ATM rdf:ID="a"/>
<bank:Message rdf:ID="m1">
<hasData>Cash amount prompt</hasData>
<fromObject rdfs:resource="#a"/>
<toObject rdfs:resource="#c"/>
<sequence>1</sequence>
</bank:Message>
<bank:Message rdf:ID="m2">
<hasData>Cash amount</hasData>
<fromObject rdfs:resource="#c"/>
<toObject rdfs:resource="#a"/>
<sequence>2</sequence>
</bank:Message>

An end-user markup tool for sequence diagrams would prompt the user to
select the appropriate class every time an object and message is created. The
relevant markup can then be generated automatically. Generating pointers between
elements in the diagram and markup in the markup file can also be useful. This
enables us to modify a diagram without going through the process of re-generating
a new markup file but modifying only those portions that are affected (these bits
can be identified by tracing back using the pointers). Tools like XPointer [Maler et
al., 2001] can be useful for this purpose.
3.3.3 Description Logics
The DL code is shown below. It also contains TBox concepts and ABox assertion.
Since it is similar to English Text DL, we do not discuss this in detail.
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TBox:
Customer,
ATM,
Message,
hasData.Message ô string,
fromObject.Message ô Entity,
toObject.Message ô Entity,
sequence.Message ô integer

ABox:
c:Customer,
a:ATM,
m1:Message,
<m1,' Cash amount prompt'>:hasData,
<m1,a>:fromObject,
<m1,c>:toObject,
<m1,1>:sequence,
<m2,' Cash amount'>:hasData,
<m2,c>:fromObject,
<m2,a>:toObject,
<m2,2>:sequence,
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3.4 Semantic Markup of UML Class Diagrams
3.4.1 Mapping from UML class-diagram to DAML
A UML class diagram is structurally very similar to an ontology. Both define classes,
properties and relationships. Therefore, classes, properties and relationships are
marked up easily by creating instances of concepts in ontologies. We can define an
XSLT [Clark, 1999] style sheet to specify a one-to-one mapping relation between
class diagrams and ontologies.

Using the style sheet, the class-diagram can be

exported to a markup file. In constructing our examples, we used the ArgoUML tool
(Boehm, 1996 #9) to draw class diagrams. The markup was then automatically
generated by DUET [CODIP, 2003], an ArgoUML plug-in which provides facilities
for exporting class diagrams to DAML+OIL markup. Table 3.3 is from UML-DAML
Core Mapping of [CODIP, 2003]. It shows all mapping that DUET can do now.
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Table 3.3 - UML-DAML Core Mapping in [CODIP, 2003]
UML

DAML

Discussion

<<DAMLontology>
> Package

Ontology

Class

Class

<<DAMLproperty>
> Class

Property

<<DAMLdatatype>
> Class
Data Type

Datatype
XML Schema or
DAML datatype

Packages Stereotyped <<DAMLontology>> become
DAML Ontologies. Package name becomes Ontology
URI.
UML Classes without stereotypes become DAML
Classes. UML Class ownership of Attributes and
Associations is not strongly represented in the DAML
Classes. No operations represented.
UML Classes stereotyped <<DAMLproperty>> become a
DAML Property or one of its subclasses, which subclass is
determined by additional contextual information.
UML Classes stereotyped <<DAMLdatatype>> become a
DAML datatypes.
UML data types are generally mapped into XML Schema
or user defined DAML datatypes.

Associations and
Roles

Object Property
and Restriction

UML Associations and Roles map to Object Properties,
and Restrictions.

Attributes

Datatype Property

Generalization

subClassOf or
subPropertyOf
Import
Namespaces

Attributes map to Datatype Properties and Restrictions.
Attributes have only datatypes, as opposed to classes, as
ranges
UML generalization mapping is dependent on the
stereotype of the UML classes involved.
Package imports map directly to ontology imports.
Associations, Roles, and Classes from different Packages
are referenced using their fully qualified names, the
package component of these names are mapped into XML
Namespaces and imported Ontologies.

Import
Fully Qualified
Names

3.4.2 The class diagram
The class diagram defines similar concepts in the English Text. For the translation
purpose in the current work, we add data type prefix for every attribute. For example
‘custno’ is ‘id_custno’ and ‘limit’ is ‘double_limit’. ‘1..*’ means the cardinality can be
1 to many and ‘<<>>’ means sub-class relationship.
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Figure 3.3 - Class diagram from DUET

3.4.3 The Semantic markup
Due to the limitation of DUET, some elements in class diagrams cannot be mapped.
For example, operations are not supported by DUET. Therefore, unsupported
elements have to be marked up manually in our project and other codes are generated
by DUET. It uses namespace “a” instead of the usual one “daml”. DUET uses two
abstract classes “DUET0” and “DUET3” to define association between two classes because
association has more than one property (i.e. not only classes but also cardinality and
association name), therefore it cannot be presented using ‘daml:ObjectProperty’ which can
only define one property. The first abstract class “DUET0” specifies the related class (i.e.
“Customer”) and the relation name (i.e. “has_cust”). The second abstract class “DUET3”
defines the cardinality number (i.e. 1) by using DAML build-in property “minCardinality”.
<a:Class rdf:about="bank:#Account">
<a:subClassOf rdf:resource="#DUET0"/>
<a:subClassOf rdf:resource="#DUET3"/>
</a:Class>
<a:Restriction rdf:about="#DUET0">
<a:toClass rdf:resource="bank:#Customer"/>
<a:onProperty rdf:resource="bank:#has_cust"/>
</a:Restriction>
<a:Restriction rdf:about="#DUET3"
a:minCardinality="1">
<a:onProperty rdf:resource="#has_cust"/>
</a:Restriction>

The DL code is similar to the one for English Text so it will not be discussed here.
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3.5 Markup of Formal Specification
We have discussed above some strategies for semantic markup of informal
specifications (English text) as well as semi-formal specifications (in a variety of
UML notations). We shall now extend this discussion to semantic markup of formal
specifications. At first glance, this may appear unnecessary and redundant since the
purpose of semantic markup as discussed so far is to extract formal representations
from specifications that lack these. We believe, however, that semantic markup of
formal specifications can be of value in settings where multi-modal/multi-format
specifications need to be supported. For instance, we can conceive of applications
where certain viewpoints are specified in informal and semi-formal notations while
others (perhaps those with safety- or mission-critical imperatives) are specified in a
formal language. In such settings, it is useful to be able to link ontological definitions
to concepts referred to in the formally specified fragment. The formal representations
of ontological definitions together with the formal specification itself can then be
brought to bear on the consistency checking and resolution process.
3.5.1 KAOS Goal
We illustrate these ideas using formal specifications in KAOS (Knowledge
Acquisition in autOmated Specification) [Lamsweerde et al., 1998]. Requirements
are specified in KAOS in terms of goals. A goal usually consists of an explicit name
(usually a verb such as “achieve”, “maintain” or “avoid” followed by the name of the
associated condition), a formal definition (usually in sorted first-order logic
augmented with linear time temporal operators) and an informal definition (usually an
English sentence). A simple KAOS goal is specified in the following:
Goal Achieve[CustomerViewBalance]
FormalDef

" c: Customer, a: Account, g: ValidPassword

checkPassword(g,a) → viewBalance(c,a)
InformalDef

If the password of an account is correct, the
system allow the customer to view his/her account
balance.
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3.5.2 Semantic Markup
Similar to our guidelines for marking up English, we can use the in-document
approach to mark up key words and non-key words. [Lamsweerde et al., 1998]
specified an underlining ontology of KAOS language, which is the basic of our
KAOS ontology design. We simplify the underlining ontology of KAOS as our
ontology and provide some guidelines for marking up this kind of document as
follows:
Ÿ

Each sorted variable is marked up using instances of pre-defined classes in the
ontology. For example, “c” is marked up by a class “Customer” as shown below.

Ÿ

Predicates are instances of a pre-defined class “Predicate”. Each predicate itself
is a pre-defined class in the ontology. For example, “checkPassowrd” is an
instance of class “CheckPassword”. We define it as a class because we need to
support the three basic connectives, conjunction, disjunction and negation (this
then also allows us to support logical implication via A→B ≡ ØA Ú B). DAML
only supports negation (via “daml:complementOf”), conjunction (via
“daml:intersectionOf”) and disjunction (via “daml:unionOf”) for classes. We do
not mark up “"” (for all) in the current work because it can apply to a relation
restriction in DAML. However, we also can define it as an object property or a
class to markup the specification (but the merits of doing this are unclear at this
point).

Ÿ

Arguments use pre-defined object properties to link to related predicate classes.
For example, valid password “g” is linked using “hasValidPassword” object
property, whose domain is “CheckPassword” and range is “ValidPassword”.
The same approach is applied to “a” with object property “hasAccount”.

Ÿ

The “InformalDef” is marked up as a data type property in the current work with
the domain of “Goal” and range of “String”.

The following code fragment shows the DAML+OIL markup done manually. Note
that “<br>” is used for formatting the output in the browser (which means it can be
displayed in a web browser).
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<bank:Words>Goal: </bank:Words>
<bank:Goal>Achieve[CustomerViewBalance]</bank:Goal>
<br>
<bank:Words>FormalDef</bank:Words>
<bank:Words>: </bank:Words>
<bank:Customer>c</bank:Customer>
<bank:Words>: Customer, </bank:Words>
<bank:Account>a</bank:Account>
<bank:Words>: Account, </bank:Words>
<bank:ValidPassword>g</bank:ValidPassword>
<bank:Words>: ValidPassword</bank:Words>
<br>
<bank:Words>checkPassword(g,a) </bank:Words>
<bank:CheckPassword rdf:ID=”cp”>
<bank:hasAccount rdfs:resource=”#a”/>
<bank:hasValidPassword rdfs:resource=”#g”/>
</bank:CheckPassword>
<daml:Class rdfs:ID=”formalDef”>
<rdfs:Label>→<rdfs:Label/>
<daml:unionOf>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:complementOf rdfs:resource=”bank:CheckPassword”/>
</daml:Restriction>
<bank:viewBalance rdf:ID=”vb”>
<rdfs:Label>viewBalance(c,a)</rdfs:Label>
<bank:hasCustomer rdfs:resource=”#c”/>
<bank:hasAccount rdfs:resource=”#a”/>
</bank:viewBalance>
</daml:unionOf>
</daml:Class>
<br>
<bank:Words>InformalDef: </bank:Words>
<bank:Goal rdfs:about=”# Achieve[CustomerViewBalance]”>
<bank:hasFormalDef rdfs:resource=”#formalDef”/>
<bank:InformalDef>If the password of an account is correct, the system
allow the customer to view his/her account balance.</bank:InformalDef>
</bank:Goal>

3.5.3 Description Logics
Note that the DL code in the TBox defines that ‘Operation’ has exactly one
‘hasObject’ and one ‘hasSubject’. Others are similar to the previous DL code. The
statement ‘formalDef ô ¬CheckPassword ò viewBalance’ represents the logic
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statement ‘checkPassword(g,a) → viewBalance(c,a)’ in KAOS.

TBox:
Goal,
FormalDef ô Entity ,
Customer ô Entity,
Account ô Entity,
Password,
Operation ≡ =1 hasObjectó
=1 hasSubject,
"hasObject.Operation ô
Entity
"hasSubject.Operation ô
Entity
ValidPassword ô Password,
CheckPassowrd ô
viewBalance ô Operation
Operation,

ABox:
Achieve[CustomerViewBalance]:Goal
formalDef:FormalDef,
c:Customer,
a:Account,
g:ValidPassword,
cp:CheckPassword
<a,cp>:hasSubject
<g,cp>:hasObject
vb:ViewBalance
<c,vb>:hasSubject
<a,vb>:hasObject
formalDef ô ¬CheckPassword ò viewBalance
<formalDef,
Achieve[CustomerViewBalance]>:hasFormalDef
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Chapter 4
SC-CHECK

System

Design

and

Implementation
In this chapter, we will discuss how to integrate the marked-up requirements
specifications to a CASE tool called SC-CHECK to provide the inconsistency
handling facility. This has been initially discussed in [Chen et al., 2003]. The
SC-CHECK system architecture is described in Figure 4.1 below.
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Figure 4.1 Hierarchical structure of a case tool for consistency checking

The SC-CHECK system architecture can be viewed as consisting of three major
components:
Ÿ

A set of editors/annotators for ontologies, rules and specifications respectively.

Ÿ

A repository for maintaining the currently operative ontology, the currently
applicable set of rules (both business rules and notation-specific consistency
rules) and the current, consistent specification. The specification itself can be
multi-modal, i.e., written in a combination of informal, semi-formal and formal
notations. The specification is represented both in the original notation it was
written in, and in a formal representation that is obtained via semantic markup
and translation (note that this formal representation is likely to be an abstraction
of the original specification).

Ÿ

An inconsistency monitor that serves to both detect and resolve inconsistencies
in a specification.

Two alternative configurations of the REAGENT architecture exist: 1) each
stakeholder agent incorporates an instance of the SC-CHECK system 2) only the
requirements repository agent incorporates the machinery of the SC-CHECK
system.
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4.1 Editors and Annotators
4.1.1 Ontology editor
In our prototype implementation, we use OilEd [Bechhofer et al., 2001b] as the
SC-CHECK ontology editor and DAML+OIL as the ontology representation
language. OilEd is originally designed for OIL. The latest version (v3.4) fully
supports DAML+OIL. FaCT as a SHIQ reasoner is used in OilEd to make inferences
of ontologies.

Figure 4.2 – The screen shot of OilEd 3.4

4.1.2 Rule editor
In the SC-CHECK prototype implementation, consistency rules are written in
RuleML [Lee et al., 2003] and Oryx 2 [Dietrich, 2002] is used as the rule editor.
RuleML was developed as a shared rule markup language on the Semantic Web and
appears to be the emerging standard. Two kinds of pre-defined consistency rules are
possible:
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Ÿ

Structural rules for enforcing notation-specific consistency (e.g., two classes
cannot have the same name in a class-diagram).

Ÿ

Application-specific business rules. A business rule for the banking system is
(Rule2.1.2) which states that attribute “balance” in class “Account” must be a
real number data type.
All these rules are built on top of ontologies by using classes in the ontology as

their predicates and properties as their arguments. For example, the predicate
‘hasAttribute’

in

a

RuleML

rule

can

be

used

to

represent

a

‘daml:DatatypeProperty’. Thus, the datatype of the “balance” attribute of an
“Account” is represented as the following predicate:
hasAttribute('Account','balance',’real’,2).
Rule2.1.2 in the English text specification presented in Figure 1 is an example
of an application-specific business rule. In effect, it states that should the balance
attribute of an account turn out to be not of the data type real, this would flag a
violation of Rule 2.1.2. The rule is represented in RuleML as shown below (note
that ‘\==’ denotes ‘not equals’ while ‘Type’ and ‘SH’ are variables):
if hasAttribute('Account','balance',Type,SH) and
\==(Type,'real') then rule212(SH)
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Figure 4.3 – The screen shot of Oryx 2

4.1.3 Annotator
Since specifications can be multi-modal (i.e., involving elements specified in
different notations), we would require notation-specific annotators. As discussed in
section 3.1.2, such annotators can operate as plug-ins to notation-specific editors.
The annotator would load the relevant ontologies and display concepts and
properties on a side bar. The annotator would interact with the users to prompt for
links to appropriate concepts and properties every time a new element of the
notation (such as a UML sequence diagram message or a UML state diagram state)
is introduced in the editor. When the user finishes editing the specification, the
annotator would generate semantic markup code automatically.
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4.2 Inconsistency monitor
The key functions of the inconsistency monitor are twofold: inconsistency detection
and inconsistency resolution. Fundamental to these functions is some form of
machinery (an inference engine, theorem prover or reasoner) that is able to determine
whether a given specification violates a given set of consistency rules. Our proposal
for the SC-CHECK system architecture relies on the use of some kind of formal
machinery for this purpose. This entails a choice of an underlying formal
representation language in which ontologies, specifications and consistency rules
could all be represented. The inconsistency monitor module therefore consists of
three parts: a reasoner (a theorem prover for the formal language under consideration),
a translator (that enables ontologies, multi-modal specifications and consistency rules,
represented in a variety of languages, to be translated into the underlying formal
language) and a feedback generator (to support the process of inconsistency
resolution).
Ideally, one would use description logic as the underlying formal
representation language, given that description logic of some form provides the
basis for semantic markup languages such as DAML+OIL. However, the
expressive restrictions of DL constrain the implementation of the SC-CHECK
system. DLs are decidable subsets of first order logics and restrict the usage of
variables and quantifiers. For instance, the quantified variable must occur in a
property predicate along with the free variable because of the guarded fragement of
FOL [Gradel, 1999]. According to this, DL class $P.C equals to FOL formula
$y(P(x,y)ÙC(y)) where P is the guard. One result of this restriction is that it is
impossible to describe classes whose instances are related to another anonymous
individual via different property [Grosof et al., 2003]. Grosof shows an example of
such impossibility: to assert that individuals who live and work at the same location
are “HomeWorkers”. However it is easy with a Horn rule, e.g.:
HomeWorker(x)

work(x; y) ^ live(x; z) ^ loc(y;w) ^ loc(z;w)

Another restriction according to Grosof et al is that only unary and binary
predicates can usually be captured in DLs. Some research projects, such as
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SweetJess [Grosof et al., 2002] and Semantic Web Services [Kagal et al., 2004], are
trying to map DLs to Horn/Prolog because it is important for practical aspects of
the Semantic Web. In language layering, a key requirement for the success of
Semantic Web is the ability to layer rules on top of ontologies. In querying, it is
interesting to combine DLs with rule systems so that they can state expressive
instance queries. In data integration, because most of the commercial data systems
today are rule systems, in order to talk with them, it must have a facility of mapping
each other. In the prototype implementation of the SC-CHECK system, we chose
not to use description logic since it was not clear if a description logic dialect
existed that would be expressive enough for the range of consistency rules that we
were interested in handling. For the purposes of the (somewhat limited) range of
specifications and consistency rules that we were interested in for the purposes of
the prototype implementation and testing, first-order Horn clause logic coupled
with a Prolog interpreter appeared adequate.
4.2.1 Translator
As pointed out above, ontologies, consistency rules and multi-modal specifications
are represented in a variety of languages. The translator module thus consists of a
variety of individual translation engines which all map to the same underlying formal
representation language.
In our prototype implementation, consistency rules are written in RuleML. We
use XSLT style sheets to translate these rules (available in XML form via the Oryx2
rule editor) to Prolog. The Prolog code below is the translated version of Rule 2.1.2
discussed above:
'rule212'(SH)
:'hasAttribute'('Account','balance',Type,SH),
'\=='(Type,'double').

We provide below an example of translation from a specification notation
(UML class diagrams) to Prolog. The translation happens in two stages. First, we
use the DUET tool (recall that this is an ArgoUML plug-in that generates
DAML+OIL markup for class diagrams) to obtain a representation of the class
diagram in DAML+OIL. We then use XSLT style sheets to translate these to Prolog.
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The DAML markup fragment below represents an “Account” an account class in a
class diagram. Note that DUET uses two abstract classes “DUET0” and “DUET3”
to define an association between two classes because an association has more than
one property (i.e. the name of the class that it relates a given class to, its cardinality
and the association name). These therefore cannot be represented using
‘daml:ObjectProperty’ which can only define one property. The first abstract class
“DUET0” specifies the related class (i.e. “Customer”) and the relation name (i.e.
“has_cust”). The second abstract class “DUET3” defines the cardinality by using
the DAML built-in property “minCardinality”.
<a:Class rdf:about="bank:#Account">
<a:subClassOf rdf:resource="#DUET0"/>
<a:subClassOf rdf:resource="#DUET3"/>
</a:Class>
<a:Restriction rdf:about="#DUET0">
<a:toClass rdf:resource="bank:#Customer"/>
<a:onProperty rdf:resource="bank:#has_cust"/>
</a:Restriction>
<a:Restriction rdf:about="#DUET3"
a:minCardinality="1">
<a:onProperty rdf:resource="#has_cust"/>
</a:Restriction>

The XSLT style sheet takes the class names as a predicate and instance name as
argument. For example,
<a:Class rdf:about="bank:#Account">

is translated to
'class'('Account',2).

The translation adds the stakeholder ID as the last argument of every predicate.
“a:toClass” is translated to “hasObject” and “onProperty” is translated to
“hasObjectProperty”. Finally, “cardinality” is translated to “hasObjectNo”. Note
that different DAML cardinalities are translated to distinct arguments. For instance,
this example uses “minCardinality” so the translation is minimum “1” and
maximum “many” (the second and third arguments of predicate “hasObjectNo”
denotes minimum and maximum cardinality). The following Prolog code is the
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translation of the above markup. Note that the first predicate simply denotes the
existence of a stakeholder with the ID “2”.
'stakeholder'(2).
'class'('Account',2).
'subClassOf'('CreditAccount','Account',2).
'AbsClass'('DUET0',2).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET0','has_cust',2).
'hasObject'('has_cust','Customer',2).
'hasObjectNo'('has_cust',1,many,1).

4.2.2 Reasoner
Ideally, the reasoner must be a formal engine that is able to test the consistency of the
conjunction of a multi-modal specification, an ontology (or ontologies) and a set of
consistency rules. If the ontology O is specified in language LO, the set of
consistency rules R in language LR, the multi-modal specification {S1,….,Sn} in a
combination of notations L1, ….., Ln, (i.e. Si is specified in notation Li and so on)
and each FLi is a translation function that maps a theory (or specification, or ontology)
specified in language Li to a translated theory in the underlying formal language, then
the reasoner must be able to establish the truth of the sentence:
FLO(O) È FLR (R) È FL1 (S1) È …. È FLn(Sn) ⊨^
We have seen in earlier subsections how consistency rules written in RuleML
are translated to Prolog. We have also seen examples of how specifications might
be translated to Prolog (in the specific instance of UML class diagrams). We also
note that some specialized predicates are sometimes required for detecting
inconsistencies. For instance, the “isRelatedTo” predicate is defined in Prolog to
establish that associations exist between two classes with the appropriate
cardinalities. This predicate only describes one side of the binary relationship. We
need to use the predicate to describe the other side again. In the other words, we
need two distinct instances of the ‘isRelatedTo’ predicate to represent a
relationship.
'isRelatedTo'(Class1,Class2,Min,Max,SH):'class'(Class1,SH),
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'subClassOf'(Class1,SuperClass,SH),
'AbsClass'(SuperClass ,SH),
'hasObjectProperty'(SuperClass ,OP ,SH),
'hasObject'(OP ,Class2 ,SH),
'hasObjectNo'(OP ,Min ,Max ,SH).

We give an example to show how this predicate can be used to represent one
side of a relationship between classes ‘Customer’ and ‘Staff ’. Suppose we have the
following Prolog facts translated from DUET class diagram:
'class'('Customer',1).
'subClassOf'('Customer','DUET18',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET18',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET18','received_by',1).
'hasObject'('received_by','Staff',1).
'hasObjectNo'('received_by',1,1,1).

Based on these facts, the ‘isRelatedTo’ predicate is true in Prolog. So we have
new fact:
‘isRelatedTo’(‘Customer’, ‘Staff’, 1, 1, 1)

which says class ‘Customer’ is related to class ‘Staff ’ , the minimum and
maximum cardinality are both 1 as well as the owner of this specification is
Stakeholer 1.
A simple Prolog program is used to check inconsistency in SC-CHECK. The
program involves multiple definitions of a predicate called “inconsistency”, each
definition corresponding to a specific consistency rule. If the predicate is satisfied
by a given definition, this entails that the corresponding consistency rule has been
violated. The violated consistency rule is identified to the user, and, where possible,
a message is generated providing additional details on the source of the
inconsistency that would provide guidance to the user in appropriately modifying
the specification to resolve the inconsistency. The following are some examples of
this. Failure to prove the goal “inconsistency” implies that no consistency rule has
been violated.
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inconsistency :- check111(C,A,S),!,
write('Consistency rule 111 fired: '),
write('class: '),write(C),
write(' of stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write(' has duplicated attributes '),write(A),
write('. Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule212(S),!,
write('Consistency rule 212 fired: '),
write('attribute: balance in class: Account '),
write(' of stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write(' is not double data type. Please modify.').

4.2.3 Feedback Generator
Our focus till now has been on inconsistency detection. The key function of the
feedback generator module is inconsistency resolution. Some indication of how
inconsistency resolution might be supported is available in the examples of the
definition of the “inconsistency” predicate provided above. These Prolog
clauses identify which consistency rule has been violated and also identify, where
possible, details of which elements of a specification might need repair, thus
providing useful guidance to analysts attempting to resolve such inconsistencies. The
following are examples of output generated directly by the Prolog reasoner module,
in the context of checking the class diagram specification referred to earlier using the
example consistency rules described above.

Figure 4.4 - XSB program result 1.

When we repair the specification and run the program again, it comes up with another
inconsistency as shown below:
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Figure 4.5 - XSB program result 2.

This inconsistency spans two stakeholder viewpoints. After we change the
cardinality of the relationship in the specification of stakeholder 2 and run the
program again, no further inconsistencies are detected.
As discussed earlier, somewhat more sophisticated support for inconsistency
resolution can be provided by automatically generating optimal (or most preferred)
consistent relaxations. We present below an outline of a design that achieves this
functionality and illustrate it with an example. We also note some of the difficulties
involved in implementing this. The current prototype of the SC-CHECK system
does not implement this functionality.
The process of generating optimal consistent relaxations can be outlined as
follows. The translation of ontologies, consistency rules and specifications into the
underlying formal language enables us to use the reasoner/theorem prover to detect
inconsistencies. The same formal machinery can be used to generate maximal
consistent subsets along the lines discussed in [Ghose, 1999]. Let T be a set of
sentences obtained by translating the relevant ontologies, consistency rules and
specifications into the underlying formal language. A maximal consistent subset of
T, denoted by Maxcons(T)=T’, is any set that satisfies the following three
conditions:
1. T’Í T
2. T’ is consistent
3. For any T’’ such that TÌT’’ÍT, T’’ is inconsistent.
In general, multiple maximal consistent subsets might exist. We assume that a
choice function of some form exists to select the most preferred of these outcomes
(i.e., the user is able to choose the most preferred outcome).
Using the formal notation introduced earlier, let {S1,….,Sn} be a multi-modal
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specification, such that Si is represented in notation Li and let FL1 (S1) , …. ,
FLn(Sn) be the corresponding formal translations. Note that T=FLO(O) È FLR (R)
È FL1 (S1) È …. È FLn(Sn). Let T’ be the optimal consistent relaxation of T. For
each element of the original specification Si, FL1(S1)ÇT’ constitutes the formal
representation of the portion of the original specification Si that is retained in the
optimal consistent relaxation. If a reverse translation function RFLi:LFORM→Li
exists for each notation Li (where LFORM denotes the underlying formal language),
then {RFL1 (FL1(S1)ÇT’), …. ,RFLn(FLn(Sn)ÇT’)} represents an optimal
consistent relaxation of the original multi-modal specification. Consider the
following example.
Figure 4.6 below is a modification of the sequence diagram in Figure 3.2.

Figure 4.6 - Sequence-Diagram modified version

Sequences in this diagram are different to those in Figure 3.2. In this diagram
the ATM dispenses the cash first and then asks the user whether he/she needs a
receipt. A likely consistency rule in this context would require that for the same set
of interactions between two objects, the sequence of messages must be identical.
The code fragment shown below is the Prolog translation of Figure 3.2 (left hand
side) and Figure 4.4 (right hand side):
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Customer(c,1).
ATM(a,1).

Customer(c,2).
ATM(a,2).

Message(m1,1).
hasData(m1,'Cash amount
prompt',1).
fromObject(m1,a,1).
toObject(m1,c,1).
sequence(m1,1,1).

Message(m1,2).
hasData(m1,'Cash amount
prompt',2).
fromObject(m1,a,2).
toObject(m1,c,2).
sequence(m1,1,2).

Message(m2,1).
hasData(m2,'Cash amount',1).
fromObject(m2,c,1).
toObject(m2,a,1).
sequence(m2,2,1).

Message(m2,2).
hasData(m2,'Cash amount',2).
fromObject(m2,c,2).
toObject(m2,a,2).
sequence(m2,2,2).

Message(m3,1).
hasData(m3,'Receipt prompt',1).
fromObject(m3,a,1).
toObject(m3,c,1).
sequence(m3,3,1).

Message(m4,2).
hasData(m4,'Dispense cash',2).
fromObject(m4,a,2).
toObject(m4,c,2).
sequence(m4,3,2).

Message(m4,1).
hasData(m4,'Dispense cash',1).
fromObject(m4,a,1).
toObject(m4,c,1).
sequence(m4,4,1).

Message(m3,2).
hasData(m3,'Receipt prompt',2).
fromObject(m3,a,2).
toObject(m3,c,2).
sequence(m3,4,2).

The Prolog representation of the consistency rule referred to above is as follows:
rule51(M,SH1,SH2):Message(M,SH1),
Message(M,SH2),
hasData(M,Data,SH1),
hasData(M,Data,SH2),
fromObject(M,FO,SH1),
fromObject(M,FO,SH2),
toObject(M,TO,SH1),
toObject(M,TO,SH2),
sequence(M,S1,SH1),
sequence(M,S2,SH2),
\==(S1,S2).

It is relatively straightforward to implement the machinery for generating maximal
consistent subsets in Prolog (we do not present the code here). Such machinery would
generate the following as one possible maximally consistent outcome:
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Customer(c,1).
ATM(a,1).
Message(m1,1).
hasData(m1,'Cash amount prompt',1).
fromObject(m1,a,1).
toObject(m1,c,1).
sequence(m1,1,1).
Message(m2,1).
hasData(m2,'Cash amount',1).
fromObject(m2,c,1).
toObject(m2,a,1).
sequence(m2,2,1).

This corresponds the new diagram shown below, which highlights the areas of
agreement between the two otherwise contradictory sequence diagram viewpoints:

Figure 4.7 – Result of the resolution
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4.3 A Case Study
We have gone through our methodology with a banking example in previous sections.
In order to verify our methodology further, we apply the SC-CHECK to a retail
bookshop case study. First of all, we will describe the requirements specifications
from two different stakeholders. Then we will list all inconsistencies of these
requirements specifications that were detected by SC-CHECK based on the
pre-defined rules. These inconsistencies exist between two stakeholders and they
exist in each stakeholder itself as well. These inconsistencies also occur among
different types of requirements specifications (English text, class diagram, sequence
diagram and KAOS formal language).
4.3.1 Requirements specifications

Figure 4.8 – Class Diagram of Stakeholder #1
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Figure 4.9 – Sequence Diagram of Stakeholder #1

The description of the book inquiring model of the book shop system
The inquireItem message comes from customer to a category object that
is a specific category. Two arguments needed: the category number
represents a category such as “history” category and the product number
represents a specified book code. The category object sends two
messages: getDescription and getPrice to product object in order to get
information about the description and the price of the product. They both
need the argument product number. It also sends a message getQuantity
to inventory object so that it can get the quantity that is currently on
hand. Again the product number is the argument. Once the category
object gathers all of the information, it returns the details of price and
description to the customer using returnDetail method.
Figure 4.10 – English Text of Stakeholder #1

Goal Achieve[CustomerViewBookDetails]
FormalDef " c: Customer, pn: ProductName, p: Product
findProduct(pn,p) → showDetail(c,p,pn)
InformalDef If the productName can be found in product, show
the product details to the customer.
Figure 4.11 – KAOS Goal of Stakeholder #1
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Figure 4.12 –Class Diagram of Stakeholder #2

Figure 4.13 –Sequence Diagram of Stakeholder #2
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The description of the book inquiring model of the book shop system
The inquireItem message comes from customer to a category object that
is a specific category. Two arguments needed: the category number
represents a category such as “history” category and the product name
represents a specified book’s name. For an exact match of the book, the
category object sends a message getProductNo to product object and
gets the product number. Then the category object sends other two
messages: getDescription and getPrice to product object in order to get
information about the description and the price of the product. They both
need the argument product number. It also sends a message getQuantity
to inventory object so that it can get the quantity that is currently on
hand. Again the product number is the argument. Once the category
object gathers all of the information, it returns the details of price,
inventory quantity and description to the customer using returnDetail
method.
Figure 4.14 – English Text of Stakeholder #2

Goal Achieve[CustomerViewBookDetails]
FormalDef " cus: Customer, pn: ProductNo, p: Product,
cat,Category
findProduct(pn,cat) → showDetail(cus,p,pn)
InformalDef If the ProductNo can be found in the Category,
show the product details to the customer.
Figure 4.15 – KAOS Goal of Stakeholder #2
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4.3.2 Inconsistencies
INCON#1. In SH1, Class Diagram itself - get method does not have related
variable. It requires all get methods must have a related variable. The
getDescription in class Product does not have any variable named
description and is invalid
INCON#2. In SH1, between Sequence Diagram and Class Diagram – Element
missing. In Stakeholder#1’s sequence diagram, there is message from
Category to Product:
productPrice := getPrice(productNo). However, the class Category in
class diagram does not have variable productPrice.
INCON#3. In SH1, between Sequence Diagram and English Text – Element
missing. In the sequence diagram, Category will return product price,
inventory quantity and description to Customer, but only price and
description is returned according to the English text.
INCON#4. In SH1, between Class Diagram and English Text – Element missing.
It is the same problem as INCON#3. There are 3 variables in
returnDetail method of the Customer but only two described in the
English Text.
INCON#5. In SH2, between Sequence Diagram and English Text – different
argument. A product name as an argument for getting product number
from Category to Product is presented in the message of Sequence
Diagram, however, there is no description in the English Text about
this.
INCON#6. In SH2, between Class Diagram and English Text – different argument.
Similar to INCON#5, getProductNo method uses a parameter
productName, but it is not described in English Text.
INCON#7. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s Sequence Diagram –
different message content. SH1’s first message from customer to
category, the content is “inquireItem(categoryNo, productNo)” while
SH2’s is “inquireItem(categoryNo, productName)”.
INCON#8. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s Sequence Diagram –
different message content. In second message, SH1’s is
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“description:=getDescription(productNo)” while SH2’s is
“productNo:=getProductNo(productName)”.
INCON#9. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s Sequence Diagram –
different message content. In third message, SH1’s is
“productPrice:=getPrice(productNo)” while SH2’s is
“description:=getDescription(productNo)”.
INCON#10. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s Sequence Diagram –
different message. SH1’s forth message is from Category to Inventory
while SH2’s is from Category to Product.
INCON#11. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s Sequence Diagram –
different message. SH1’s fifth message is from Category to Customer
while SH2’s is from Category to Inventory.
INCON#12. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s Class Diagram –
method missing. “inquireItem(categoryNo,productNo)” in SH1’s
sequence diagram does not have any match method in SH2’s class
diagram.
INCON#13. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s English Text – different
message content. SH1’s first message from customer to category, the
content is “inquireItem(categoryNo, productNo)” while SH2’s is
“inquireItem(categoryNo, productName)”.
INCON#14. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s English Text – different
message content. In second message, SH1’s is
“description:=getDescription(productNo)” while SH2’s is
“productNo:=getProductNo(productName)”.
INCON#15. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s English Text – different
message content. In third message, SH1’s is
“productPrice:=getPrice(productNo)” while SH2’s is
“description:=getDescription(productNo)”.
INCON#16. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s English Text – different
message. SH1’s forth message is from Category to Inventory while
SH2’s is from Category to Product.
INCON#17. Between SH1’s Sequence Diagram and SH2’s English Text – different
message. SH1’s fifth message is from Category to Customer while
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SH2’s is from Category to Inventory.
INCON#18. Between SH1’s Class Diagram and SH2’s Class Diagram –
relationship different. The relationship between Category and Product
is many – many in SH1 while it is one – many in SH2.
INCON#19. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s Sequence Diagram – different
message content. SH1’s first message from customer to category, the
argument is productNo while SH2’s is productName.
INCON#20. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s Sequence Diagram – different
message content. SH1’s second message calls getDescription method
but SH2’s calls getProductNo.
INCON#21. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s Sequence Diagram – different
message content. SH1’s third message calls getPrice method but SH2’s
calls getDescription.
INCON#22. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s Sequence Diagram – different
message. SH1’s forth message is from Category to Inventory but
SH2’s is from Category to Product.
INCON#23. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s Sequence Diagram – different.
SH1’s fifth message is from Category to Customer but SH2’s is from
Category to Inventory.
INCON#24. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s English Text – different
message content. SH1’s first message from customer to category, the
argument is productNo while SH2’s is productName.
INCON#25. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s English Text – different
message content. SH1’s second message calls getDescription method
but SH2’s calls getProductNo.
INCON#26. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s English Text – different
message content. SH1’s third message calls getPrice method but SH2’s
calls getDescription.
INCON#27. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s English Text – different
message. SH1’s forth message is from Category to Inventory but
SH2’s is from Category to Product.
INCON#28. Between SH1’s English Text and SH2’s English Text – different.
SH1’s fifth message is from Category to Customer but SH2’s is from
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Category to Inventory.
INCON#29. Between SH1’s KAOS and SH2’s KAOS – different condition. SH1
says if the product name can be found in product then display the
details to customers while SH2 says if the product number can be
found in category then show the product details to customers.
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4.3.7 Discussion
Figure 4.16 below shows the relationships of all inconsistencies among different
requirements specifications. Some interesting results are found:
Ÿ

Inconsistencies are cross-related because requirements specifications are
cross-related. In this case study, the English text is the description of the
sequence diagram, so the inconsistencies between stakeholder #1’s and #2’s
sequence diagrams are similar to stakeholder #1’s sequence diagram and
stakeholder #2’s English text. The same inconsistencies appear between
Stakeholder #1’s and #2’s English text and stakeholder #1’s English text and
stakeholder #2’s sequence diagram.

Ÿ

Our inconsistencies detecting method is not smart enough. The inconsistencies
between two sequence diagrams are caused by a new message between
‘category’ and ‘product’ in stakeholder #2’s specifications. However, we define
a rule that requires all messages must be the same according to their sequences.
It means that two identical messages in each diagram with different sequences
are ignored. A more intelligent program should detect these cases and tell a more
accurate result to the users.
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Figure 4.16 – Inconsistency relationship
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Chapter 5
Future Work and Conclusions
The main contribution of this work is that it offers a semantic markup
framework for automated inconsistency handling of non-structured requirements
specifications. End-user ontology editors and web annotators appear to be widely
adopted in the area of semantic web. By marking up web contents and pointing to
ontologies, semi-structured and unstructured web pages can have meaning. It can
help web application to enable automated processing. We believe that such facilities
can also be applied to inconsistency detection and resolution in requirements
engineering. We can treat semi-structured and unstructured specifications as web
pages and use the semantic web techniques to make the inconsistency handling
process automatic.
This thesis also provides useful principles for future development of this
framework. It covers how to markup each kind of requirements specifications, i.e.,
free-form English text, sequence diagram, class diagram and KAOS language.
Most of the markups are finished manually in the current work because of the lack
of support tools. Based on this core facility, we present the design and
implementation of the system called SC-CHECK, which uses the semantic markup
to detect and resolve inconsistencies. We translate the semantic markup to Prolog
and check for consistency by providing some logic theories.
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The result is meaningful but this prototype is still under refinement. Much
remains to be done with this research. First, principles of integrating XPointer
technique into this framework need to be defined. Second, functions of
inconsistency resolution need to be specified in detail. A more detail sample is also
needed for future testing of those principles and framework.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:daml="http://www.daml.org/2001/03/daml+oil#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:oiled="http://img.cs.man.ac.uk/oil/oiled#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2000/10/XMLSchema#">
<daml:Ontology rdf:about="">
<dc:title>&quot;An simplified Ontology of Bank
systems&quot;</dc:title>
<dc:date>01/08/2002</dc:date>
<dc:creator>Zerong Chen</dc:creator>
<dc:description></dc:description>
<dc:subject></dc:subject>
<daml:versionInfo>1.0</daml:versionInfo>
</daml:Ontology>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#EntityRelation">
<rdfs:label>EntityRelation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Represent the relationship between two
classes]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:15:43Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Predicate">
<rdfs:label>Predicate</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-17T07:57:36Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#FinancialOfficer"
>
<rdfs:label>FinancialOfficer</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[higher financial
consultant]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:09:41Z]]></oiled:creation
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Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Staff"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Customer">
<rdfs:label>Customer</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[All kinds of customers of the
bank.]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-04T06:23:53Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ViewBalance">
<rdfs:label>ViewBalance</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-17T08:02:34Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Predicate"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasCustomer"/>
<daml:toClass>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Customer"/>
</daml:toClass>
</daml:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasAccount"/>
<daml:toClass>
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<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</daml:toClass>
</daml:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account">
<rdfs:label>Account</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Bank account of
customer]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:13:00Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Password">
<rdfs:label>Password</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-12-24T14:08:03Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#SavingAccount">
<rdfs:label>SavingAccount</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Saving Account]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:14:14Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Staff">
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<rdfs:label>Staff</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[All kinds of staff of the
bank]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-04T06:25:58Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Words">
<rdfs:label>Words</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Represent the non key words in the
natural language specifications.]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:16:30Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#CreditAccount">
<rdfs:label>CreditAccount</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Credit Card Account]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:14:44Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#CheckPassword">
<rdfs:label>CheckPassword</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-15T20:38:23Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Predicate"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
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<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasValidPassword"
/>
<daml:toClass>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ValidPassword"/>
</daml:toClass>
</daml:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Restriction>
<daml:onProperty rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasAccount"/>
<daml:toClass>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</daml:toClass>
</daml:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Message">
<rdfs:label>Message</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-15T10:52:38Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Counter">
<rdfs:label>Counter</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[One kind of staff. subclass of class
Staff]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-04T06:26:26Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Staff"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
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<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Operation">
<rdfs:label>Operation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-15T10:24:35Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Client">
<rdfs:label>Client</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Exactly the same as class
Customer]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-04T06:24:01Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[³ÂÔóÈÙ]]></oiled:creator>
<daml:sameClassAs>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Customer"/>
</daml:sameClassAs>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity">
<rdfs:label>Entity</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Abstract Class]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-12T03:56:20Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[³ÂÔóÈÙ]]></oiled:creator>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#FormalDef">
<rdfs:label>FormalDef</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-12-24T10:52:35Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Teller">
<rdfs:label>Teller</rdfs:label>
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<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-15T10:51:03Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Staff"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ValidPassword">
<rdfs:label>ValidPassword</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-16T01:39:58Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Password"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</daml:Class>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Goal">
<rdfs:label>Goal</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-12-24T09:46:00Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
</daml:Class>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#gender">
<rdfs:label>gender</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-14T05:12:59Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Attribute"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:string/>
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</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#overLimitWarn">
<rdfs:label>overLimitWarn</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[warning occures when the balance of
customers account is over the limit of the credit
account]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:26:16Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Operation"/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasEntityRelation
">
<rdfs:label>hasEntityRelation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-12-25T04:22:56Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#EntityRelation"/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#isRelatedTo">
<rdfs:label>isRelatedTo</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[An object property for describing a
class has relationship with another class]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:19:50Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
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<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#accbalance">
<rdfs:label>accbalance</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[balance of customer bank
account]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:24:11Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Attribute"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#not">
<rdfs:label>not</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-12-25T02:35:40Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Attribute">
<rdfs:label>Attribute</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Abstract property for all the
attributes]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:17:34Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
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<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasExactly">
<rdfs:label>hasExactly</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-14T16:27:37Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:integer/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasAccount">
<rdfs:label>hasAccount</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-17T08:04:52Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ViewBalance"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#CheckPassword"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasValidPassword"
>
<rdfs:label>hasValidPassword</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-17T08:04:30Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
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Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#CheckPassword"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ValidPassword"/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#openLoanAccount">
<rdfs:label>openLoanAccount</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[open a loan account for
customers]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:25:46Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Staff"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Operation"/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#accno">
<rdfs:label>accno</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Account number]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:23:29Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ID"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#phone">
<rdfs:label>phone</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[telephone number]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:24:49Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
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<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Attribute"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#staffno">
<rdfs:label>staffno</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Staff number]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:24:35Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ID"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Staff"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasCustomer">
<rdfs:label>hasCustomer</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-17T08:05:13Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ViewBalance"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#InformalDef">
<rdfs:label>InformalDef</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-15T20:14:54Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Goal"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
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<xsd:string/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasFormalDef">
<rdfs:label>hasFormalDef</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2003-01-16T01:21:18Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[Zerong]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Goal"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#FormalDef"/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#creditLimit">
<rdfs:label>creditLimit</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Credit card limit]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:25:05Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Attribute"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:ObjectProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#acctype">
<rdfs:label>acctype</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[account type]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:23:48Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Attribute"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Account"/>
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</rdfs:domain>
</daml:ObjectProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#String">
<rdfs:label>String</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-12T04:24:06Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:string/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ID">
<rdfs:label>ID</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Abstract property for all ID
attributes]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:18:50Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Attribute"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasMaximum">
<rdfs:label>hasMaximum</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[maximum cardinality between two
classes]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:21:13Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:integer/>
</rdfs:range>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:string/>
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</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#hasMinimum">
<rdfs:label>hasMinimum</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[minimum cardinality between two
classes]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:21:19Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Entity"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:integer/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Real">
<rdfs:label>Real</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-12T04:25:06Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:real/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Integer">
<rdfs:label>Integer</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[]]></rdfs:comment>
<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-12T04:24:49Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:range>
<xsd:integer/>
</rdfs:range>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
<daml:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#custno">
<rdfs:label>custno</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment><![CDATA[Customer number]]></rdfs:comment>
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<oiled:creationDate><![CDATA[2002-08-09T11:23:02Z]]></oiled:creation
Date>
<oiled:creator><![CDATA[]]></oiled:creator>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#ID"/>
<rdfs:domain>
<daml:Class rdf:about="file:F:/Zerong
Chen/study.UOW/Master/thesis/samples/ont_bank.daml#Customer"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</daml:DatatypeProperty>
</rdf:RDF>
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Symbol:
(*) - has been implemented
(?) - has been partly implemented
- nothing means has not been implemented yet.
1.

Structure consistency rules for Class Diagram:

1.1

Attribute/Operation rules

1.1.1(?) All classes must not have duplicated attributes and operations.
The rule written down by RuleML can only handle the case that it has same attribute
name but different data type. However, if we want to check whether there is a class
has two attributes with the same name and data type, we have to use the special
Prolog rule called ‘check111’ since the problem of comparing itself cannot be handled
by Prolog using RuleML rules. However, the diagram editor should be smart enough
to handle the second case, so it is not a big problem to only use RuleML rule here.
1.2

Relationship rules

In most of the cases, the following rules should be fired by the diagram drawing tools.
Here we just give an example that without the consistency checking of tools, user can
also write rules to do that.
1.2.1

There is no more then one association between two classes.

1.2.2(*) One class must not inherit itself.
2.

Consistency rules for Class Diagram

2.1 Attribute/Operation rules
2.1.0(*) All classes cannot have more then one 'id' attribute.
For example, if one class has an attribute ‘accno’ which is 'id' datatype, then there
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cannot be another attribute ‘xxx’ which is also 'id' data type.
2.1.1(*) Class Customer, Staff and Account must have exactly one 'id' attribute.
This is a more specific rule extending rule210. After rule 210 applied, all classes can
only have maximum one ‘id’ attribute. So rule 211 simply saying those three class
must have minimum one ‘id’ attribute.
2.1.2(*) Attribute ‘balance’ in class 'Account' must be ‘double’ data type.
2.1.3

Operation ‘OpenLoanAccount()’ only belongs to finacial officer.

Inconsistency example might be all staff can have ‘OpenLoanAccount()’. Because
DUET cannot export operations to DAML so it cannot be implemented.
2.1.4

If balance < -limit then ‘overLimitWarn()’ will be executed.

Inconsistency example: if balance < -limit*110% then ‘overLimitWarn()’ will be
executed.
2.2 Relationship rules
2.2.1(*) Class Staff can only associate with either Class Customer or Account.
Inconsistency example: Class ‘Staff’ has an association with class ‘Test’.
2.2.2(*) Class Customer and Account must have some association.
3.

Consistency rules between different stakeholders' Class Diagram:

3.1(*) If different diagrams have two same classes, then the association between these
two classes must be the same on these diagrams.
For example: if one diagram says Customer has one or many Account, and Account
has only one Customer; then all other diagrams which have Customer and Account
must have the same association.
3.2(*) The same classes in different diagrams must maintain the same attributes and
operations.
An inconsistency example: One stakeholder's Cumstomer class has an attribute
‘String gender’ while another stakeholder's same class has ‘char gender’.
4.

Consistency rules for Use Case Diagram
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DUET cannot export use case diagram to DAML so the following rules cannot be
implemented.
4.1 The ‘credit card’ use case must uses ‘credit history check’ use case.
4.2 ‘Loan officer’ actor cannot do ‘credit history check’ use case.
5.

Consistency rules for State Diagram

DUET cannot export state diagram to DAML so the following rules cannot be
implemented.
5.1 If it goes to ‘print receive’ state, it must go to ‘terminal’.
5.2 After going to ‘credit account’ state, it cannot go to ‘cancel’ state.
5.3 Before a staff access customer account and check the details, it must be
authorized first.
6.

Alias rules

Alias rules can be defined in order to allow stakeholders to use their familiar names
of components. It is very important in a distributed environment.
6.1(*)

Class 'Customer' is same as class 'Client'.

6.2(*)

Attribute 'telephone' is same as 'phone'.

6.3(*)

In order to test the alias rules, we add one more rule here: class 'Customer'

must have an attribute 'telephone'.
For example, stakeholder 2 does not use 'Customer' but 'Client' neither 'telephone' but
'phone'. If all these rules apply, that should be no inconsistency.
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A. Inconsistency program
member(Head,[Head|_]).
member(Element,[_|Tail]) :- member(Element,Tail).
dup([X,Y],_) :- X \== Y ,!, fail.
dup([X,_],D) :- !,D is X.
dup([X,Y|_],D) :- X == Y, !,D is X.
dup([X,_|[Z|A]],D) :- dup([X,Z|A],W),!,D is W.
dup([_,Y|[Z|A]],D) :- dup([Y,Z|A],W),!,D is W.
check111(C,A,S):-class(C,S),stakeholder(S),findall(X,hasAttribute(C,
X,_,S),L),
dup(L,A).
inconsistency :- check111(C,A,S),!,
write('Consistency rule 111 fired: '),
write('class: '),write(C),
write(' of stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write(' has duplicated attributes '),write(A),
write('. Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule122(C,S),!,
write('Consistency rule 122 fired: '),
write('class: '),write(C),
write(' of stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write(' inherit itself! Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule210(C,A1,A2,S),!,
write('Consistency rule 210 fired: '),
write('class: '),write(C),
write(' of stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write(' has more then one id attribute: '),
write(A1),write(' and '),write(A2),
write('. Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule211(C,S),!,
write('Consistency rule 211 fired: '),
write('class: '),write(C),
write(' of stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write(' do not has exactly one id attribute'),
write('. Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule212(S),!,
write('Consistency rule 212 fired: '),
write('attribute: balance in class: Account '),
write(' of stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write(' is not double data type. Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule221(C,S),!,
write('Consistency rule 221 fired: '),
write('Class Staff can only associate with either Class Customer
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or Account.'),
write('Now it associates with class: '),write(C),
write(' of stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write('. Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule222(S),!,
write('Consistency rule 222 fired: '),
write('Class Customer and Account do not have any association.'),
write(' in stakeholder No. '),write(S),
write(' class diagram. Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule31(C1,C2,Min1,Max1,Min2,Max2,S1,S2),!,
write('Consistency rule 31 fired: '),
write(' In stakeholder No. '),write(S1),
write(' class: '),write(C1),
write(' has minimum '),write(Min1),
write(' and maximum '),write(Max1),
write(' of class: '),write(C2),
write('. In stakeholder No. '),write(S2),
write('. class: '),write(C1),
write(' has minimum '),write(Min2),
write(' and maximum '),write(Max2),
write(' of class: '),write(C2),
write('. Please modify.').
inconsistency :- rule32(C,A,T1,T2,S1,S2),!,
write('Consistency rule 32 fired: '),
write(' class: '),write(C),
write(' in stakeholder No. '),write(S1),
write(' and in stakeholder No. '),write(S2),
write(' has an attribute: '),write(A),
write(' which has different data type '),
write(T1),write(' and '),write(T2),
write('. Please modify.').

B. Rules
'rule212'(SH)
:- 'hasAttribute'('Account' ,'balance' ,Type ,SH)
, '\=='(Type ,'double').
'isRelatedTo'(Class1 ,Class2 ,Min ,Max ,SH)
:- 'class'(Class1 ,SH)
, 'subClassOf'(Class1 ,SuperClass ,SH)
, 'AbsClass'(SuperClass ,SH)
, 'hasObjectProperty'(SuperClass ,OP ,SH)
, 'hasObject'(OP ,Class2 ,SH)
, 'hasObjectNo'(OP ,Min ,Max ,SH).
'rule122'(Class ,SH)
:- 'subClassOf'(Class ,Class ,SH).
'rule111'(Class ,A1 ,Type1 ,SH)
:- 'class'(Class ,SH)
, 'hasAttribute'(Class ,A1 ,Type1 ,SH)
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, 'hasAttribute'(Class ,A2 ,Type2 ,SH)
, 'sameAttribute'(A1 ,A2)
, '\=='(Type1 ,Type2).
'rule221'(Class ,SH)
:- 'isRelatedTo'('Staff' ,Class ,Min ,Max ,SH)
, 'not'(sameClass(Class,'Customer'))
, 'not'(sameClass(Class,'Account'))
, 'not'(sameClass(Class,'Staff')).
'rule32'(Class1 ,Attribute1 ,Type1 ,Type2 ,SH1 ,SH2)
:- 'hasAttribute'(Class1 ,Attribute1 ,Type1 ,SH1)
, 'hasAttribute'(Class2 ,Attribute2 ,Type2 ,SH2)
, '\=='(Type1 ,Type2)
, 'sameAttribute'(Attribute1 ,Attribute2)
, 'sameClass'(Class1 ,Class2).
'rule31'(Class1 ,Class2 ,Min1 ,Max1 ,Min2 ,Max2 ,SH1 ,SH2)
:- 'isRelatedTo'(Class1 ,Class2 ,Min1 ,Max1 ,SH1)
, 'isRelatedTo'(Class1 ,Class2 ,Min2 ,Max2 ,SH2)
, '\=='(Min1 ,Min2).
'rule31'(Class1 ,Class2 ,Min1 ,Max1 ,Min2 ,Max2 ,SH1 ,SH2)
:- 'isRelatedTo'(Class1 ,Class2 ,Min1 ,Max1 ,SH1)
, 'isRelatedTo'(Class1 ,Class2 ,Min2 ,Max2 ,SH2)
, '\=='(Max1 ,Max2).
'rule222'(SH)
:- 'class'(Class1 ,SH)
, 'sameClass'(Class1 ,'Customer')
, 'class'(Class2 ,SH)
, 'sameClass'(Class2 ,'Account')
, 'not'(isRelatedTo(Class1 ,Class2 ,_ ,_ ,SH)).
'rule210'(Class ,Attribute1 ,Attribute2 ,SH)
:- 'hasAttribute'(Class ,Attribute1 ,'id' ,SH)
, 'hasAttribute'(Class ,Attribute2 ,'id' ,SH)
, '\=='(Attribute1 ,Attribute2).
'sameClass'(Class1 ,Class2)
:- '=='(Class1 ,'Client')
, '=='(Class2 ,'Customer').
'sameClass'(Class1 ,Class2)
:- '=='(Class1 ,Class2).
'sameAttribute'(A1 ,A2)
:- '=='(A1 ,A2).
'sameAttribute'(A1 ,A2)
:- '=='(A1 ,'telephone')
, '=='(A2 ,'phone').
'sameAttribute'(A1 ,A2)
:- '=='(A1 ,'phone')
, '=='(A2 ,'telephone').
'rule63'(Class ,SH)
:- 'class'(Class ,SH)
, 'sameClass'(Class ,'Client')
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, 'not'(hasAttribute(Class,Attribute,Type,Sh))
, 'sameAttribute'(Attribute ,'phone')
, '=='(Type ,'string').
'sameClass'(Class1 ,Class2)
:- '=='(Class1 ,'Customer')
, '=='(Class2 ,'Client').
'rule211'(Class ,SH)
:- 'class'(Class ,SH)
, 'classOfRule211'(Class)
, 'not'(hasAttribute(Class,_,'id',SH)).
'classOfRule211'(Class)
:- 'sameClass'(Class ,'Customer').
'classOfRule211'(Class)
:- 'sameClass'(Class ,'Account').
'classOfRule211'(Class)
:- 'sameClass'(Class ,'Staff').

C. Class diagram fact
'stakeholder'(1).
'class'('Account',1).
'subClassOf'('Account','DUET0',1).
'subClassOf'('Account','DUET3',1).
'class'('Counter',1).
'subClassOf'('Counter','Staff',1).
'class'('CreditAccount',1).
'subClassOf'('CreditAccount','Account',1).
'class'('#Customer',1).
'subClassOf'('#Customer','DUET18',1).
'subClassOf'('#Customer','DUET21',1).
'subClassOf'('#Customer','DUET6',1).
'subClassOf'('#Customer','DUET9',1).
'class'('DebitAccount',1).
'subClassOf'('DebitAccount','Account',1).
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'class'('FinancialOfficer',1).
'subClassOf'('FinancialOfficer','Staff',1).
'class'('Staff',1).
'subClassOf'('Staff','DUET12',1).
'subClassOf'('Staff','DUET15',1).
'hasAttribute'('Customer','gender','char',1).
'hasAttribute'('Account','balance','int',1).
'hasAttribute'('Account','accno','id',1).
'hasAttribute'('Customer','custno','id',1).
'hasAttribute'('Account','acctype','string',1).
'hasAttribute'('Staff','countno','string',1).
'hasAttribute'('Customer','telephone','string',1).
'hasAttribute'('CreditAccount','limit','double',1).
'hasOperation'('Staff','OpenLoadAccount','void',1).
'ObjectProperty'('has_acc',1).
'ObjectProperty'('has_cust',1).
'ObjectProperty'('receive',1).
'ObjectProperty'('received_by',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET0',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET0','has_cust',1).
'hasObject'('has_cust','Customer',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET12',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET12','receive',1).
'hasObject'('receive','Customer',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET15',1).
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'hasObjectNo'('receive',1,1,1).
'AbsClass'('DUET18',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET18','received_by',1).
'hasObject'('received_by','Staff',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET21',1).
'hasObjectNo'('received_by',1,1,1).
'AbsClass'('DUET3',1).
'hasObjectNo'('has_cust',1,many,1).
'AbsClass'('DUET6',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET6','has_acc',1).
'hasObject'('has_acc','Account',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET9',1).
'hasObjectNo'('has_acc',1,many,1).

D. English text fact
'stakeholder'(1).
'class'('Account',1).
'subClassOf'('Account','DUET0',1).
'subClassOf'('Account','DUET3',1).
'class'('Counter',1).
'subClassOf'('Counter','Staff',1).
'class'('CreditAccount',1).
'subClassOf'('CreditAccount','Account',1).
'class'('#Customer',1).
'subClassOf'('#Customer','DUET18',1).
'subClassOf'('#Customer','DUET21',1).
'subClassOf'('#Customer','DUET6',1).
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'subClassOf'('#Customer','DUET9',1).
'class'('DebitAccount',1).
'subClassOf'('DebitAccount','Account',1).
'class'('FinancialOfficer',1).
'subClassOf'('FinancialOfficer','Staff',1).
'class'('Staff',1).
'subClassOf'('Staff','DUET12',1).
'subClassOf'('Staff','DUET15',1).
'hasAttribute'('Account','balance','double',1).
'hasAttribute'('Account','accno','id',1).
'hasAttribute'('Customer','custno','id',1).
'hasAttribute'('Staff','countno','string',1).
'hasAttribute'('CreditAccount','limit','double',1).
'hasOperation'('FinancialOfficer','OpenLoadAccount','void',1).
not('hasOperation'('Counter','OpenLoadAccount','void',1)).
'ObjectProperty'('has_acc',1).
'ObjectProperty'('has_cust',1).
'ObjectProperty'('receive',1).
'ObjectProperty'('received_by',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET0',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET0','has_cust',1).
'hasObject'('has_cust','Customer',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET12',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET12','receive',1).
'hasObject'('receive','Customer',1).
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'AbsClass'('DUET15',1).
'hasObjectNo'('receive',1,1,1).
'AbsClass'('DUET18',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET18','received_by',1).
'hasObject'('received_by','Staff',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET21',1).
'hasObjectNo'('received_by',1,1,1).
'AbsClass'('DUET3',1).
'hasObjectNo'('has_cust',1,1,1).
'AbsClass'('DUET6',1).
'hasObjectProperty'('DUET6','has_acc',1).
'hasObject'('has_acc','Account',1).
'AbsClass'('DUET9',1).
'hasObjectNo'('has_acc',1,many,1).
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